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AD On Restriction
No More Open Parties
by Ellen Garrily
Assistant News Editor
Alpha Delta Phi (AD) has been
placed on restriction for the remainder of the 1984-85 academic
year. The administration has imposed the restriction on AD because of an alleged hazing incident
which supposedly occurred sometime around Open Period.
AD's restriction is of two types:
1) There will be no more open
parties for the rest of the 1984-85
academic year.

i by Chris Qumn

Members of Outreach held a soup kitchen at the St. Elizabeth's House. Plans are being made to hold mote
like it.

.2) There will be no more Wednesday night parties for the rest of
the 1984-85 academic year.
According to the 1984-85 Trinity College Handbook, a restriction "is imposed upon an
individual to prevent him/her
from participating in some aspect
of the College's operations andlife," (p. 77.)
AD can have closed social func-

tions to which each brother can
invite 2 guests.
AD officers met on November
15 with Dean of Students David
Winer, Assistant Dean of Students Joseph Tolliver, and Mather
Campus Center Director Wayne
Gorlick-Asmus to discuss the alleged hazing incident. AD officers
plan to meet again with the
administration to further discuss
the incident.
AD president Bill Nault said
that the issue should be resolved
upon his meeting with the administration. Nault said, "We need to
talk to our alumni to decide what
our stance is. Right now the best
thing to do is shut up."
The administration is "in the
middle of an ongoing investigation. When everything is pinned
down, the penalties may change.
It is an extremely complicated situation. We'll have, to wait and see
what the investigation turns u p , "
Dean Winer said.

Community Outreach Establishes Holiday Plans
l>> Chris Quinn
Staff Writer
The Outreach Committee met
again last week and discussed the
problem of funding. Since the
group is not currently receiving
any direct funding, they are attempting to organize some fund
raisers for the future. Fund raising ideas include selling a survival
kit for exams or sponsoring a
dance or party.
Each of the individual groups
has started to formulate goals and
plan their upcoming events.
Youth and Recreation
Headed by Ben Rhodes and
Dave McNaughton, this group's
primary goal is action. They plan
to have at least two community
projects each month, hopefully
more. They want to develop a
good rapport with members of the
local Hartford community so that
the community can see that Trinity cares and is involved. This organization wants to make service
fun and enjoyable for the Trinity
students who become involved
without taking up a large amount
of their time.

Hartford Relief Surviccs Committee
' "iTliififVoup worRs fnairfly with
the lower income groups of Hartford. The heads, Laura George
and Sydney Trattner, have
planned to sponsor a Hartford
Hunger Awareness Day on
Wednesday, November 28. The
committee will purchase canned
goods that students can buy and
immediately donate it to the food
collection poor Hartford residents.
On the evening of November 28
there will be a Hunger Awareness
meal in the private dining room.
Two speakers will share their
knowledge of the hunger problem
facing Hartford residents. All students are invited to attend.
The committee will serve more
meals at St. Elizabeth's House in
downtown Hartford with the
combined support of the Chapel
Charity Funds. St. Elizabeth's
house is home for 60-70 low income persons, it is the group's
hope that the school could invite
the residents of St, Elizabeth's
House to campus to share a meal
with the student body. A fraternity house, Hamlin Hall, or the

Cave mig,

ho possible sites for

served on December 8 or 9. A
group to provide entertainment at
the meal is also needed.
In addition to serving meals at
St. Elizabeth's House, the group
will also sponsor weekly activities
in an effort to develop more
meaningful relationships with the
residents. Possible activities that
might be organized with residents
include social hours, current
events discussions, game nights,
or lectures. The IFC (Interfraternity Council) will sponsor bingo
games and assist in other activities,
•
The group is considering establishing a permanent food and
clothing committee on campus to
which the community and students could donate. This activity
would involve students collecting
cans at area supermarkets, family
markets, and on campus through
parties and direct solicitations.
Another suggestion was the establishment of a shelter for the
homeless at Trinity. Members of
the committee will be speaking to
Frank Hartmann, Ivan Backer,
and other College administrators

Frats For Closer Relations
by Ellen Garrity
Assistant News Editor
The Interfraternity Council
made plans at last Thursday's
meeting to establish a more productive relationship with the
administration. Both the IFC reps
and the fraternity and sorority
presidents hope to meet with various members of the administration sometime in the second
semester to discuss the role of fraternities and sororities in Trinity's
future.
Also discussed was community
outreach. The IFC hopes to be-

come more involved in various
service programs in Hartford.
They also hope to serve meals at
St. Elizabeth's House on a weekly
basis.
Mark Greenland, TCAC president then spoke to the IFC. Some
people see the IFC and TCAC as
adversaries. Greenland said that if
the two organizations work together often enough, the adversity
would diminish and the IFC and
TCAC would begin to work in
harmony.
,
.
Suggestions for IFC/TCAC
events include a lecture sponsored
by both organizations or, a Valentine's Day Dance. Rob Hop-

kins, a TCAC member, suggested
some other events including a
spoof on "Family Feud" which
might be called "Fraternity
Feud."
Pike and Tri-Delt plan to sponsor a forum on the possible curriculum changes in December.
John Fiske spoke to the IFC
about the annual Clement lecture
sponsored by.St. Anthony Hall.
This year, Connecticut congresswoman Barbara Kennelly will be
the speaker. The Clement lecture
will be held on December 11 at 8
p.m. in Goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center.

adn community leaders.
,' ' T|1£ committee may als# organize a fast for the Hartford hungry.
Proceeds from the fast would help
pay for the food that is served at
St. Elizabeth's House.
Elderly
Led by Max Smith and Jonake
Biase, the elderly group hopes to
organize different kinds of activities at the Gables Convalescent

Home. They aim to sponsor
monthly activities such as parties,
movies, singing, or entertainment.
The group also wants to have students adopt grandparents and
meet with them on a weekly basis.
A program through which students can assist Gables volunteers
with their weekly activities is also
being developed.
Continued on page 5

Phones At Frats
Would Be Safer
by Beth McDonald
At an Inter-Fraternity Council(IFC) meeting earlier this
month, 1 addressed the issue of
accessability of phones at fraternities to call for an escort. What
prompted this question was a rumor I had heard about an alleged
stabbing somewhere on campus.
My dormitory was filled with hysterical girls afraid to venture outside the building at 1:30 a.m. ona Sunday morning. My roommate
and other friends were at a fraternity party. I wanted to call the frat
to warn them, but 1 knew I would
never be able to get a hold of
them. What was I to do?
Well, I went to the IFC meeting
for the first time and addressed
my concern about phone accessability. Andrew Merrill, president
. of the IFC, agreed that it was important to have the fraternities
help out. He spoke with the fraternities on the issue, and this past
Tuesday came back to me with
positive feedback.
Iri an interview with Merrill, he
informed me that he had spoken
with Michael Schweighoffer, Director of Security, who feels that
the frats should try the phone system to start, and if it does prove
•effective, then an escort system
may be able to be worked out
where a security vehicle will arrive
at 45 minute intervals.

Merrill, who stressed that the
houses feel that it is a "good
idea," is "leaving it up to the individual houses" as far as the exact measures they intemd to take:
PKA, Merrill's own frat, will be
putting up a sign informing students that "if they need a security
escort to please see a brother at
the door, who will make the call
for you." Merrill urges students
not to "be afraid to talk to a
brother at the door."
Merrill feels, and I agree, that"
"if people walk home alone, it is
a stupid thing to do at 2:00 a.m:"
because "with or without that
camera in the parking lot, you can
only do so much." He feels that
•the "phone system is the way for
a woman to avoid the intimidation involved in asking a guy at a
party to walk her home."
:
Merrill urges everyone to use
the system. He feels that it is "the
only way it will work."I urge
everyone to take advantage of the
system as well. It is not worth the
risk to walk home alone or with
someone you really cannot trust.
Ultimately, it is the student's own
choice. But I am glad to see that
the.frats have taken "this concern
seriously, and have decided to help
out. My thanks to Andy. Merrill
for addressing my concern to the
frats.
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Announcements
Housing - French Dorm

Career Counseling
Office
Graduate School Visits:
Tuesday, Nov.20 The Jones
School of Administration (Rice
U.).

"Offhand"
"Offhand" would like to thank
all those artists, photographers,
and writers who who submitted to
this semester's issue. We look forward to recieving more poems,
short writings, drawings, and
small photographs. Again, our
deep thanks, especially to those
who were not able to be published
this semester due to space limitation. Please resubmit next semester.

Thanksgiving Meal
With A Faculty Family

Housing for Spring '84: 3 rooms
available in the French Dorm
(Doonesbury, 90-92 Vernon St.)
contact Professor Sonia Lee (X
313) or Toussaint Olivetti (2494263) for interviews.

Vous voulez parler francais, venez diner a la table francaise le
mercredi a~18h a la cafeteria de
Mather Hall (Entree Nord).
Vous aimez parler francais, venez nous joindre dans I'ambiance
agreable de la soiree francaise, le
Mardi soir a 22h00 a la Residence
Francaise (Doonesbury, 90-92
Vernon St., Apt. B4).

Job in Internship
Office
Wanted: Financial aid student

saaaasoaaeaeaesaeseaoeeaaaeoaeaeeeaseaeeaasaaa
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Residential Services
December 1st is the deadline for
renewing Fall Term only Residential Contracts and for withdrawing from Spring Term Contracts
without certain penalties. Be certain to contact the Office of Residential Services as soon as
possible if you need to renew of
withdraw from your Residential
Contract.

And The Ship Sails On (PG) 7:30
Director: Federico Fellini. Fellini examines life, love and art in his
uniquely florid and original style.

Wednesday - Saturday

Admissions Office
This Spring the Admissions Office
will be hiring 6-8 rising seniors to
assist in interviewing candidates
for admission- to Trinity. Members of the class of 1986 who will
not be on campus for the spring
semester are hereby invited to apply for these positions. All other
interested students will apply in
the spring. Interviewing responsibilities will begin in the fall term,
1985. Please obtain an application
in the Admissions Office and sign
up for an interview which will be
held on Saturday, Dec.8, 1984.
The completed application must
be returned to the Admissions Office by Wednesday, Dec.5, 1984.

to work 10 hrs./wk. Freshman or
Sophomore who is willing to continue beyond this Spring preFor those students who will be on ferred. Good typing skills
campus during Thanksgiving
necessary. Will be trained to use
break and who would like to join
word processor and to counsel
a faculty family for Thanksgiving
prospective interns. This position
dinner, please contact the Dean of
requires a great deal of direct conStudents Office. A number of fac- tact with students and with internulty families are eager to have stuship
sponsors
from
the
dents join them for the holiday
community. Please apply in perPersonals
meal. Call ext. 433 or 434 by son to Betty Anne Cox, Internship
Nov.20.
Coordinator, in Seabury 42-A.
Are.you having trouble with your
$3.5O/hr.
ca(? Does he escape into the hallTrinity Questioner
ways? Do you lack the experience
Republican Club
necessary to walk him? Bring your
cat to Sonia Trcsniowskayas! Cat
All students and faculty interested
Obedience School. For more inin submitting articles to the TrinThe Trinity College Republican
formation call 246-31(93.
ity Questioner, should, do so by Club will be holding a meeting on
November 21..Submit articles to Tuesday, Nov.20, at'7:30 pm in
Hamfin Hull. All niemlKTs we en- 11/26'84 Happy Flinliday Cindy.
box 97. For more • iriforiii.-iiiori
couraged to attend.
contact John Dalsheim box 97.

;xf?f.tJ/~

Tonight

That Sinking Feeling (PG) 7:30
Written and Directed by Bill Forsyth. A gentle comedy with lots of
smiles and some good laughs loo.
Wuthering Heights (not rated) 9:05
Director: William Wyler. An all time favorite romance from Hollywood's golden age.

Sunday-Tuesday
The Last Metro (R) 7:30
Director: Francois Truffaut. A much admired and affecting film from
the late celebrated director.
The Decameron (X) 9:55
Director: Pier Paolo Pasolini. Earthy stories taken from Boccaccio's
Decameron collection are the subject matter for this ribald comedic film.
»««»a»e»0e0eee0e
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Elections

89.3

The Tripod will hold open elec-.
tions for editorial positions o n '
Wednesday, 2K November at 9:00
p.m. in the Tripod office in Jackson basement.
Nominations should be submitted to the Managing Editor, box
1310, before 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
27 November.
Students with three articles or
three photos published in the Tripod are allowed to vote in the
elections, which are open to all
students.

We are key!

- College Press Service

"Superb... iriumplunu!"
The San Francisco Examiner

"A ttwgUal, precious night."
Boston Globe

Tickets: $12.50, $10.50, $8.50
Call 647-6043 for reservations

Lowe Program Center
Manchester Community College
Exit 92 off 1-84 & follow signs

Co-sponsored with the MCC Alumni Association & The Savings Bunk of Manchester

BLOOM COUNTY
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SGA Debates Use
Of Group Funds
budget has been going on for several years. "It was not a shot out
of the blue," added O'Brien.
Ed Miersinski, director of
Last Tuesday's SGA meeting
ConnPlRG, said that the budget
featured an intense debate about
cuts were "unwarranted." He said
the Budget Committee's recent
thai ConnPlRG is not the same as
decision to cut ConnPlRG's
other student organizations.
budget by $6,000. The Budget
"Trinity's ConnPlRG existing as
Committee cut ConnPlRG's
an activity [without a paid staff
budget by $6,000 because that
member] would not work. It could
money paid for ConnPlRG's adnot exist without staff input," he
viser. ConnPlRG's budget was
said.
not cut in any other way.
Mike Duffy, a member of last
Budget Committee member Phil
year's Budget Committee exO'Brien said that the Budget
plained the "negative checkoff
Committee made the budget cuts
principle": In the past, if students
for several reasons: The SGA must
disagreed with ConnPlRG's views
be fair to every student organizaand lobbying positions, they could
tion. Advisers for every club can
not be funded by the SGA. He receive a refund of about $2 from
their Student Activities Fee. Origcited other organizations that have
inally, this was how ConnPlRG
advisers who are not SGA funded:
received its funding. However,
Hillel.TCB, and TWO.
why should this policy be exPhil O'Brien said that the
tended exclusively to ConnPlRG?
Budget Committee "left everySteve Paluotto moved to supthing else alone. We can't afford
port the Budget Committee's dethat kind of money to set that kind
cision. That motion was tabled
of precedent."
until tonight.
The move to cut ConnPlRG's
Steve Norton said "Before the
SGA cripples an organiztion, we
should know what we are doing."
He also urged the SGA members
to read Miersinski's letter in last
week's Tripod.
Is the SGA condemning
ConnPlRG- for their political
veiws and actions by cutting their
WOP mH\ti<3. THIS
budget? This was one of the reais m mew Hews
sons why the vote on the Budget
WtdHT. WPAY,
Committee's action was postponed until tonight's SGA meeting.
Norton said that the Faculty Liaison to the SGA would be more
definite by tonight's meeting.
The 1DP rep was also discussed.
In the-past, IDP (Independent Degree Program) students have not
been represented on the SGA. Because of their increased numbers
(about 100 students), there is a
need for them to be represented.
Lee Coffin said that they deserve
to be represented because they are
mumONAN emmt?
students, they pay the Student Activities Fee, and they can "move
) OF THIS LACK
into the mainstream" if they are
OF N£W5.
r
represented on the SGA. The motion will be voted on next week.
The Transportation Committee
purchased a baby blue Chevrolet
station wagon for $4,500. Specific
details on its use and availibility
to student organizations will be
determined later.
The Constitutions Committee
approved the Juggling Club and
the Horseback Riding Club. They
are attempting to realign TCAC.
THIS SI/NPAYON 'THIS
Its officers serve a January to
January term. The Constitutions
wm wrm p/mmmsY1:
Committee wants to change the
6eOR6£ WILL ANP
. term to a September to May term.
5A(A PONALPSON W/CL
AR(M ABOUT AIL THIS
The Budget Committee is in the
NOTHING.
process of making budget cuts for
.many student organiztions. Last
r
year, the Budget Committee overallocated funds to student organiztions. Student organizations'
\
budgets must be cut to make up
1
for last year's over-allocation.
TCAC's budget was also discussed. TCAC is spending money
at a fast rate; they have spent approximately $20,000 of their
$32,000 budget for 1984-85.
The Course Evaluations Committee plans to publish a "Student
AWLATW
Course Description Book." The
A
Book will be objective, yet more
SPECIAL ABC aose-up
descriptive than the Bulletin.
*N0TWN6:15 ITSOtMHItM>?
The next SGA meetin will be
tonight at 9:30 p.m. in Hamlin
Hall.

by Kllen Garrity
Assistunt News Editor
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Trinity's Community Outreach: a Group dedicated to bridging the gap between Hartford and Trinity.

Spending Some Time With Baby T'ai
by Elena Epstein
Less than two ' weeks ago, a
fresh, new, young life appeared in
the Trinity community, with the
birth of T'ai Chu-Richardson.
T'ai is the son of Paula Chu-Rjchardson, Assistant Dean of Stu-^
dents, and Glen Chu-Richaidson.
The Tripod visited the entire ChuRichardson family, now numbering three, at their home at 125
Vernon St.
"One of the neatest things
about the arrival of T'ai has been
how welcoming so many people in
the Trinity community have, been
— they have really welcomed him
into their hearts." The Richardsons then told an anecdote about
how Mrs. Isabelle English, sure
that the baby would be a girl,
knitted her a beautiful dress —
only to find out that Tai would be
a healthy, 7 lb 12 oz baby boy.
The proud father grinningly
added, "it probably had something to do with the fact that I
told Isabelle that we would have a
. girt!"
., Both parents have loved
spending their past few days with
their new child. Said Paula, "I
was afraid that I would have postpartum blues after I was no longer
carrying the baby, but he's, even
more enjoyable in person." Paula
worked up until the day she went
into labor on .November 7. She
will take the next three months off

to spend with T'ai, and then Glen,
who runs the M.B.A. program of
the University of Connecticut in
Hartford, will take care of the.
baby during his fourth month. As
he said, "both of our schedules
are flexible enough so that we can
spend a lot of time with the baby.
Family is very important to u s . "
Paula, too, feels very strongly
about her family's closeness. "Be
sure and get Glen's comments"
she stated. It's so important for
me to be with him- he's done
everything and has been such a
part of the process- it shows me
how-difficult it must be for a single parent to bring a child in to
the world!"
When asked if T'ai might be a

COUNTY

What Do Students Take?
Course Distribution — Class
of 1984

no course work in the Social
Sciences.

The Summer Planning Group
conducted a study of course
distribution in the Class of
1984. The records of all graduates in that class were studied, except those of IDP and
transfer students. The total
number of students covered
was 388. The results were as
follow:
1) 84 students (21.6% of
the total took no course work
in the Arts.

5) 214 students (55.1%)
took no course work in Computing.

2) Every student took
course work in the humanities.
:
3) 175 students (45.1%)
took no course work in the
Natural Sciences.
4) 18 students (4.6%) took

prospective for the class of 2006,
both of the Richardson's laughed
and offered no comment.
When all of the joking was
done, Paula reflected on parenting. "It's amazing how much of a
need we feel to take care of our
child- 1 have been having dreams
recently about protecting babies
or little kids. You have fears and
you think,'It's really important to
have him grow up, be happy and
survive.' It's scary to think about
career, nuclear war, and chemical
abuse in association with him. He
hasn't been around long enough:
for me to be able to trust that he
can live happily- it becomes so important that someone you love be
happy."

win
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6) 175 students (45.1%)
took no course work in either
ancient or foreign language.
7) 133 students (34.2%)
took no course work in
Mathematics.
8) 138 students (35.5%)
took at least one course in all
four of the divisions — Arts,
Humanities, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences. Of
these, 111 (28.6% of the total
group) also took at least one
course in Mathematics.
'
{Report of the Summer Planning Group, Appendix V, pp.
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•Open Curriculum
The Cluster
Requirements
If the Open Curriculum is revised, it would be replaced with a
duster-requirement —• "three faculty-designed dusters of three related courses, each cluster to be
reorganized around a theme or
other unifying principle and to include courses from at least two
different disciplines." (Report of
the Summer Planning Group, p.
.17.)
Sample clusters include:
American Cities
History !03: The City in American History
Sociology 321: Urban Sociology
Political Science 218: Urban Politics or Economics 209: Urban
Economics or Art History 372:
Urban Architecture and Planning
For.ces, Accelerations and Such
Physics 122L: General Physics 11.
(Prerequisites: Math 122 or concurrent registration and Physics
121 or permission.)
Engineering 225: Mechanics I.
(Prereqisites: Physics 121, 122,
and permission.)
• Philosophy 320C: Newton and His
Critics: Leibniz, Berkeley, Kant,
Mach, and Einstein.
Organizations and Public Policy
Sociology 361: Formal Organizations
Political Science 311: Administration and Public Policy. (Prerequisite: Political Science 102 or
permission)
Economics 33IE: Non-Profit Institutions. (Prerequisite: Economies 301, 302, and permission.)
Views of (lie Family
Sociology 107: The Family and
Society
English 261: The Literature of
Domestic Life (Prerequisite: permission)
History 316: The Family in American History
(Report of the Summer Planning
Group, Appendix 11)
Under the Open Curriculum, it
is very likely that a student might
take clusters of his/her own design; however, these would be informal ' clusters.
Formally
establishing such clusters would
provide students with the essential
breadth, depth and coherence" While the importance of
breadth in a liberal education cannot be denied, we believe that another, often.Jieglected virtue —
namely, coherence — is just as
important; A non-major program
that consists of only a smorgasbord of courses — even courses
drawn from a wide range of disciplines — doesn't strike us as
being as sound as one in which at
least some of the courses are explicitly linked to each other, thus
providing the student with an appreciation of not just the diversity
of knowledge but also its interrelatedness." (Report, pp. 16-17.)
The cluster proposal would not
only benefit students. Members of
the faculty will be encouraged
, "...to explore significant points of
connection between their own
courses and those of colleagues
both in and outside of their respective departments.-The quest
for.connections and for imaginative ways to integrate the component parts of a cluster will,' we
believe, lead to much challenging
and fruitful collaborative work
across disciplinary boundaries."
[Report, p. 18.)
The cluster proposal could easily be incorporated into the Trinity curriculum. The majority of
the sample clusters provided in
Appendix II are comprised of existing courses. Only a small number of new courses would have to

be developed for the cluster proposal.
Any attempts by the faculty to
revise the Open Curriculum are
perceived by the student body as
an attack on their freedom. Under
a cluster proposal, students would
have much more freedom than
they would under a rigid system
of distribution requirements. The
individual clusters are varied
enough to provide students with
choice; no one would be forced to
take a particular course or cluster.
A student educated in a clusteredcurriculum would be still have the
choice that exists under the Open
Curriculum.

Abolishing
Seminars
The Summer Planning Group
recommended that Freshman
Seminars be eliminated when the
proposed curriculum is implemented. I( is argued that the cluster curriculum would replace the.
Freshman Seminars. The Summer
Planning Group's, decision to
eliminate seminars was made with
"ambivalent feelings for the program has had a significant place,
in the curriculum for a decade and
a half." (Report, p. 58.)
"The seminars have provided a
useful vehicle for freshman advising, assured that students new to
the College would have at least
one small class, and offered faculty members the opportunity to
be innovative in course structure
and content. But (he program
seems to be running out of
steam...Furthermore, many of the
goals of the Freshman Seminars
arc incorporated into the cluster
recommendation, which stresses
coherence and multidisciplinary
inquiry and provides for a strong
writing component...It would appear, then, that Freshman Seminars have seen their day and that
the time has come to make a new
curricular options." (Report, pp.
58-59.)

The advising provided by freshman seminars would be replaced
by "an alternative system of advising based upon three assumptions: (1) that because of their
interests some entering students
need specialized advising immediately; (2) that no faculty member
should be required to accept more
than 15 non-major advisees if he
or she is to do a conscientious job;
and (3) that a productive academic realationship is most likely
to evolve when the advisor has the
advisee in class." (Report, p. 59.)
It would be hard to replace
Freshman Seminars with the cluster curriculum. Upon enrolling in
a cluster, a student is "stuck" in
it. Freshman Seminars, however,
last for only one semester. Those
students who immensely- dislike
their seminars are often relieved
when the end of the first semester
arrives and they are finally rid of
their seminar. However, if the
same students were enrolled in a
cluster which they immensely dislike, they would b e " s t u c k " in it
for at least three semesters. Any
student knows that some of the
courses that seem positively wonderful in the Bulletin end up being
horrible, This is especially true
with\ freshmen who have little
knowledge of the College's best
professors and departments. It is
unfair to subject them to something for three semesters that they
might end up disliking after one.
For that reason, abolishing Freshman Seminars is perhaps one of
the worst aspects of the proposed
new curriculum.

Writing
Proficiency
The Slimmer Planning Committee made recommendations in
its report for proficiency in writing. Proficiency in writing is necessary so that students can clearly
and concisely express themselves.
Proficiency in mathematics is nccesary because of the technological shift which society is currently
experiencing.
All students would take a writing proficiency exam during
freshman orientation. Students
failing this exam would be required to take English 99, a noncredit, remedial course graded
Pass/Fail that would not appear
on the student's transcript. This
course would "be tailored to the
deficiencies revealed by the examination and its length to the
progress the student makes in correcting those deficiencies." (Report, p. 26.) After completing
English 99, students would probably have to take English 100 before fully mastering English.
Those students who barely pass
the writing proficiency exam
would either be recommended or
required to enroll in English 100.
In addition to courses which
consist solely of writing, the Summer Committee also recommended that "every cluster
contain at least one course with a
substantial writing component
that will help ensure that writing
is a significant part of every student's general education. The
writing done in 'the designated
course(s) in each cluster and the
criticism it receives should make a
major
contribution
to the
strengthening of each student's
prose skills, no matter what level
the student is on at the start of the
course." (Report, p. 28.)
Not only did the Summer Committee recommend that each cluster contain at least one course
"with a substantial,writing component," but they also recommended that in all courses
throughout the curriculum "where
size permits, the instructor require
the frequent submission of written
work (e.g., short essays, precis,
lab reports) and give it close critical attention." (Report, pp. 2829.)
"Besides insisting that Trinity
students become 'proficient' writers in the sense of being able to
produce technically correct sentences, logical paragraphs and
coherent essays, we would like to
cultivate an appreciation of language as craft, and a determination to write not just competently
but well." (Report, pp. 29-30.) To
"cultivate an appreciation of language as craft", the Summer
Committee recommended that
each student take one course
"which examines the nature and
structure of language." (Report,
p. 32.) Other suggestions include
introductory Latin, various Modern Language courses, and writing
courses other than English 100
such as literary and expository
writing.

Mathematics
Proficiency
proficiency in mathematics was
also recommended by the Summer
Planning Group because of society's shift towards technology.
Entering students would take a
mathematics proficiency examination during Freshman Orientation "to identify those students
whose math skills fall short of the
level which freshmen may reasonablly be expected to have attained
by the time of their matricula-

tion." (Report, p.JV.)
Those students failing the
mathematics proficiencey examination would be required to Math
99, a non-credit, remedial course
which would be graded Pass/Fail.
Math 99 "will be tailored in content to the deficiencies revealed by
the examination and in length to
the student's progress in correcting those deficiencies." (Report,
p.40.)
A Math Center, similar to the
English Department's Writing
Center, "would oversee the remedial program [Math 99] and
also provide help for students at
all levels of proficiency and for
faculty members wishing to
strengthen their students' quantitative skills." (Report, p. 40.)
Students who barely pass the
mathematics proficiency examination would be advised on how
to strengthen their math skills.
Enrolling in Math 100 would be

recommended to most students
while others might benefit by
going to the Math Center.
Students will be required to fulfill a mathematical/quantitative
reasoning requirement in addition
to attaining proficiency in mathematics. Not only will almost all
courses in mathematics fulfill this
requirement, but courses in logic,
econometrics, computing, and the
quantitative analysis of social science data will also fulfill this requirement.

Distribution
Of Courses
In addition to the cluster requirements, the Summer Planning
Group also recommended general
course distribution requirements.

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
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Holiday Plans Made
For Outreach Group
Continued from page 1
The group's long-term goal is
to bring the elderly out of the Gables House to Trinity for parties,
movies, lectures, or a dinner party
at a fraternity. If the program at
the Gables House is successful, the
group will reach out to other
Hartford homes.

Photo by John Kail

Shadows play across the floor of the Austin Arts Center.

Youth and Education
This committee, led by Maria
Garcao and Jennifer Janake, focusses on working with children
from other schools. Currently,
students from Trinity tutor children at McDonough School, a five
minute walk from campus. This
tutoring program allows volunteers to develop close relationships with neighborhood children.

Analysis Of Summer Plan Group's Report
Continued from page 4
be implemented. Under these distribution requirements, each student would be required to "do
work in all the 'divisions' of the
curriculum — one course in the
arts and two each in the humanities, the social sciences and the
natural sciences." (Report, p. 43.)
The distribution requirements
would not require that specific
courses be taken. Under the old
curriculum (in effect until 1969
when the Open Curriculum was
introduced) specifically required
courses "were often
filled
with...shall we call them 'reluctani scholars,' who could be very
uni ewarding to teach. None of the.
mandates specific courses to be taken;
whether it be distribution, the
clusters, mathematical reasoning
or the nature and structure of language, students will be able to
choose among a large array of eligible courses." (Report, p. 45.)
What courses would fulfill what
distribution requirements?
"The division (i.e., arts, humanities, social sciences, natural
sciences) to which each department and program belongs must
be determined and made known
to students through a list published in the catalogue. Except for
Mathematics, which for the purpose of general course distribution is regarded as sui generis, the
departments may be classified as
follows:
Arts: Fine Arts (both Art History
and Studio Arts), Music, Theatre
and Dance
'

Humanities: Classics, English,
History, Modern Languages, Religion, Philosophy

credit courses shall be the equivalent of one course." (Report, pp.
47-49.)

Natural Science: Biology, Chemistry, Engineering, Physics

Commentary!

Social Science: Economics, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology

by Ellen Garrify
Assistant News Editor

It is less clear how to classify
courses offered solely by a program — American Studies, Educational Studies, ICS, and Urban
& Environmental Studies. This
decision is best referred to the
General Education Council.
Courses cross-listed in two different divisions may count for
only one distribution area, as designated by the student.
Any questions about the classification of particular courses —
e.g., Psychology 26IL: Physiological Foundations of Behavior
or the several anthropology
courses offered under the Religion
Department auspices — shall be
brought by the departments to the
Council for a determination.
College Courses may be counted
toward one of the general distribution categories if so designated
by the General Education Council.
All work applicapable to general course distribution must be
taken after the student matriculates as a freshman.
For the purpose of general
course distribution, as with the
cluster, mathematical reasoning
and the nature-and-structure-oflanguage requirements, two half-

As an advocate of Open Curriculum for several years, 1 find it
hard to agree with many of the
Summer Planning Group's recommendations. Perhaps I am so
strongly opposed to a curriculum
with non-major requirements because 1 went to a secondary school
with vsry rigid requirements and
almost no'freedom in my selection
of courses. Although 1 was not
happy with such a structured curriculum, I feel that 1 received an
excellent liberal arts education —
one comprised of breadth, depth,
and coherence — the three elements that the Summer Planning
Committee feels are essential to a
liberal arts education.
In choosing a college, I looked
for a curriculum devoid of requirements. Based on my high
school experience, I felt that I was
entitled to have a large degree of
choice in shaping my choice of
courses in college.
Just because I advocate an open
curriculum for myself based on
my past experience does not mean
that an open curriculum is suitable for everyone. I realize that
there are many students at Trinity
who did not come from such a
highly structured school as I did.

Perhaps, Trinity's curriculum is
not appropriate for them; they
might be better off in a more
structured atmosphere.
I do agree with requiring proficiency in mathematics and English.
Proficiency
in
both
mathematics and English is.essential to function in today's society.
I think that required sessions at
both the English and proposed
Math Centers would benefit students more than forcing them to
take required remedial courses in
math or English.
In the November 6 Tripod,
Dean Ronald Spencer said that the
Open Curriculum should be revised because it is important to
have a curriculum (one with distribution requirements?) that the
faculty "likes to teach and are
committed to it and are enthusiastic about it". This is important
but what about the students?
Shouldn't they be allowed to take
courses in a curriculum which they
enjoy? The faculty's happiness is
important but the happiness of
Trinity's students is just as important, if not more important than
that of the faculty. •

Musical
Success
Continued from page 12
precisely. In "Getting" Married
Today" Chamberlain walked the
thin line between convincing her
audience and not, and successfully got them to recognize their
own hysteria and nervousness in
themselves, and they laughed 'with
her at the humor in human reltionships.
Tracy Killoren, singing "My
Husband Makes Movies" provided what was, in my opinion,
the best performance of this year's
Revue. As Luisa Contini from the
1982 musical Nine, she shows us
the bitter loneliness of a woman
who, twenty years, ago, gave up
an acting career to marry Guido
Contini, only to find herself alone
and unhappy while her husband
makes movies.
'
Killoren's delivery of this song
was realistic and compelling.
Marc Pinto handled the snappy
lyrics of "King Herod's Song"
from Jesus Ciirist Superstar with
royal authority. The ensemble was
also very strong in this number.
After excerpts from Sweet
Charity and The Most Happy
Fella, with competently performed solos by Mike Connelly,
Paul Renaud, and-JoeScorese, the
show ended with two songs from
Oklahoma!. Chuck Chronis as

On a one-to-one basis, Trinity
students help children with any
problems they might be having in
school, mostly reading assistance.
The best part about this program
is the time commitment — only
an hour and a half a week is required. Those who are interested
in tutoring, should contact Katie
York, Box 1070.
The group has also started another tutoring program at Burns
Elementary School. This will be
very similar to the program at
McDonough except volunteers
who speak fluent (or close) Spanish are needed since it is a bilingual school. If intersted, contact
•Maria Garcao, Box 585.
Health and Special Needs
The Health and Special Needs
Committee has many needs for the
second semester. There are a great
number of volunteer opportunities, in this committee. The committee's main thrust at this
moment is organizing the one-toone Tutoring Program which has
been encouraged by the rising interest of Trinity students in the
Institute of Living. Once the interviewing process is completed,
the volunteers can begin to get to
know their individual children. By
the start of next semester, TriDelta plans to participate in and
support the program. Members of
the committee will organize oncampus social events with the children at the Institute, (i.e., Valentine's
Day
Party,
Easter
Festivities.)
Also, the Hartford Hospital has
widespread opportunities for
Trinity students. The committee
hopes to have more students involved with the Hospital by next
semester. Another program this
committee would like to begin at
Trinity is the Person to Person
program with the United Cerebral
Palsy Association of Greater
Hartford. They need volunteers to
share the time and build a friendship. It is evident that many organizations located near the
campus are seeking Trinity students to branch out and spend
some time with people in the community.This group needs a student to
volunteer to read business documents to a blind man from Hartford. A salary might be included.
If interested, please call 524-0290.

Will Parker and Diann Chamberlain as Ado Annie worked out the
terms of their relationship in "AH
Er Nutbin'", and then the entire
cast joined them onstage for their
rendition of "Oklahoma!", led by
Phoebe McBride and Ted Coxe.
The entire production benefitted from the competent piano accompaniment of Gerald MoshelJ.
The costuming and staging were
both simple and effective and the
show seemed to run in an efficient
and smoothe manner.

Phone

'247-O234.
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A Moving Impression Of Vietnam Memorial
by Let Ann Stauffer
Take any object, some memories, and a dedication ceromony and suddenly you have something that memorializes
a person or an event, never to be forgotten. Hopefully.
In Washington,D.C. a 500-foot shiny, black granite wall
memorializes both people and an event. The Vietnam Memorial stands in sharp contrast to the majestic, white-marbled
memorials nearby. It is different and criticized for being
so, but because of the message it bears, it is effective. And
very appropriate.
From behind, the wall is not even visible. From a short
distance, it appears insignificant. Its size does not trumpet
its message to the city as do the other monuments. It grows,
with each step closer, to overwhelming sadness and astonishment when the wall is finally reached. Row after row
after row names stretch out before you. Fifty-eight thousand twenty-two in all. All of them once people, not just
names.
It is unlike a more-typical memorial that honors a nameless mass. The names give life and bring to the Memorial
an intense personal element. Its visitors are this element.
They go often not as tourists, but with a purpose - to pay
tribute to loved ones. Hiding no pain, they weep and kiss
or run their fingers over the name of a fallen relative or
friend. To them, the wall means that in some small way the
memory of these men will live on. When they dry their tears
to go, they leave behind them tokens of their love - a flower
stuck in a crack by a name, a memorial wreath, or perhaps
a letter.

On my last visit to the Memorial, I came across such a
letter. It made an impression that will never leave me.
A friend and I had decided to take a late-night tour of
the monuments. The lights had long since been turned out,
and the only illumination came from the hazy, summer
moon and the interior lights of the monuments. It is the
time at which the monuments were meant to be seen. Only
a few tireless stragglers remain, and one is free to roam,
touch, read, and absorb. It is then that they take on true
meaning.
We paused at the future sight of the "Three Fightingmen" statue and leaded through the pages of a directory
searching for the name of a friend. As the names stretched
out before us, I again found myself speechless. We walked
in silence. The countless flowers told us of the pain felt by
those before us that day. I stopped to right a small stand
that had toppled over, and in doing so, was drawn to a
photograph of a small boy. Written around the picture was
a letter. To the best of my memory, it read:
Dear Billy,
For so many years now I have kept the pain of your death
inside me, never willing to accept or even face it. For many
years I have cried and wondered why you had to die, why
my Biily was taken from me. 1 have written this poem for
you in the hopes that somehow'you may understand the
pain I have carried for so long and know that I love you.
IF I COULD HAVE ONE DAY TO LIVE OVER
If I could have one day to live over with you, Billy, which
would it be?

Would it be the day you were born and the doctors
announced "It's a boy!"?
Or would it be the day you took your first steps?
Maybe it would be your first day of school. I was so
proud of you then.
Or maybe it would be the day when you went for your
driver's license and came running through the door, dangling the keys, and yelling, "I got it!".
Or maybe it would be the day when.you graduated from
high school, for 1 was very proud of you that day, too.
I know it would not be the day that you enlisted in the
army, for on .that day 1 was very sacred for you.
I know especially it would not be the day they told me
my Billy had died, for on that day I cried. Never again
would I tell you I love you.
I love you Billy. And I miss you very much.
Love,
Mom
Memorials remind us of people and events that were somehow significant. More than any other, the Vietnam Memorial reminds us that the names were once people, and had
it not been for a tragic war, they would still be with us.
Fewer people would feel that pain that Billy's mother feels.
More importantly, the memorial and the people who visit
it do what few other memorials do - leave us with a determined feeling that this must never happen again.
Even now it saddens me to remember the words of Billy's
mother.
A very appropriate memorial.

Commentary

Administration Tries To Avoid
Stanford's El Salvador Debate
Palo Alto, CA(CPS) — When
Stanford University History Professor Michael Kazin requested a
State Department speaker to join
an October 30th symposium about
El Salvador, he didn't expect
weeks of waffling and red tape.
That, however, is exactly what
he got as the Reagan administration actively tried to upset the
symposium because it objected to
a book written by one of the other
scheduled speakers.
The administration finally did
send Robert Driscoll, a State Department spokesman, to debate
Raymond Bonner, a former New
York Times reporter who recently
authored a book critical of US
policy in Central America, and
Nora Hamilton, a Southern Cal
political science professor.
With the exception of Bonner's

scheduled presence, Stanford's
debate was to be just like the
scores of other symposia held at
Cal-Riverside, Florida, most of
the Ivy League schools, and
Northwestern, among many others, since school began this fall.
The administration couldn't
make up its mind about facing
Bonner, first agreeing to send a
speaker and then rescinding the
offer only days later.
They said, "We'll debate anyone but Bonner," Kazin recalls.
"They put us off, saying they
couldn't get anyone interested in
coming."
Kazin claims a department
spokeswoman insinuated Bonner
is liar and an enemy of the Reagan
administration's El Salvador policy.
Bonner did attack the policy in

his book, "Weakness and Deceit:
US Policy in El Salvador."
"They said they would not send
a speaker," adds Diana Diamond,
a Stanford News Service reporter
who contacted the State Department's Public Diplomacy Office
when she heard about Kazin's
problems. Her contact told her
"Bonner lied and gave incorrect
facts."
The department suggested Kazin enlist a pro-Reagan freelance
writer, known for his attempts to
refute Bonner's book, as a
speaker.

But two days after Diamond's
call, the department's Office of.
Policy Planning and Coordination informed Kazin it would dispatch Driscoll, special assistant to

Andrew Rougier-Chapman
• World On/look Staff
port to in the recent Presidential
In the past twenty-one months
I rarely picked up the newspaper
election?
knowing my favorite cartoon
4) What removes Reagan from
Doonesbury would not be there.
personal responsibility for his apAs a result I did not realize rny
parent hypocracy concerning reliTigers were headed for the World
gion, hard work and traditional
Series, I lost track of who was in
family values?
control in Russia, and I probably
1) He got millions of blacks to
made a number of mistakes at my
register.
first time at the polls.
2) A blind trust.This refers to
Bush's refuting of his liberal poTrudeau's refusal to reduce the ' litical beliefs while serving as vice
size of his strip along with all the
president.
other strips was the first hint of
3) Ronald Reagan.This refers to
the storm of controversy to
Reagan's attempts to bring relicome.A little whining from Trugion into politics.
deau was expected when the pa4) His ability to seem sincere.
pers decided to take away space
All these attacks have somehow
from the cartoons.After all Dooshocked his critics. But I am not
nesbury is often a crowded carsure why; Trudeau has always
toon with a lot to say. But unlike
been willing to voice his opinion
the other cartoonists Trudeau did
(or spew his propoganda, which
more than complain; he simply reever you prefer).
fused to reduce the size of DooIn 1980 Trudeau wrote a series
nesbury. Only a few papers have
of cartoons that led Roland Heddropped Doonesbury as a result
ley, a take-off on newsmen, into
of Trudeau's proclamation.In
Ronald Reagan's brain. During
short he won.
the trip Hedley discovered the
cause to Reagan's perception disorder; the reason why he speaks
Then the storm hit.Critics of
before he thinks; and why his
Doonesbury thought Trudeau's
logic, critical thinking and analyvacation from the strip to put on
sis is weak.
a play and to write two film scripts
would soften Trudeau's political
Going further back in time, he
opinions. Not so, Trudeau is just
harshly and frequently criticized
as caustic as before.The following
US involvement in Vietnam.
questions and answers about
Yet people are still shocked. Is
Doonesbury's return clearly reit due to the return to the Right
veal this:
or is twenty-one months really that
long?
1) What is the one good thing
Reagan has done for the blacks?
Anyway, welcome back Doonesbury. It is great to see the gang
2) What did V.P. Bush put his
again. It is also great to see a man
political manhood into?
3) Who did God give his sup- stand up for what he believes.
the chairman of the Policy Planning Council, to debate Bonner
and Hamilton.
"1 don't work directly with El
Salvador issues now," Driscoll
admits. "But I was in El Salvador
as a counselor for political affairs
for 19 months(in 1981-82) when
Bonner was there."
Driscoll claims Bonner is "partial to the Sandinistas" and has
"always gone head-to-head on the
issues" with the department.

"This is just conjecture," Kazin notes, "but I don't think the
State Department wanted to give
Bonner credibility or debate him
on a campus that's seen as proMondale."
Indeed, the department's reluctance to participate in the symposium was evident in DriscolPs
arguments, Nora Hamilton, the
third speaker, believes. "Bonner argued more enthusiastically
than Driscoll," she contends.
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World Outlook
Colleges Against
Gov't Recruitment
by Susan Skorupa

Despite a recent resurgence of
student protest against military
and Central Intelligence Agency
. recruiting on campuses, military
officials are confident they won't
be excluded from colleges as they
were until just a few years ago.
Most students support the military, and the demonstrators comprise only a small minority, they
say.
But a lense sit-in at Tufts and
protests of military recruiting at
Oregon and Minesota in just the
last two weeks amount to the most
anti-military activity on campuses
in years.
Last week, students at CalDavis, Illinois and about 20 other
colleges also carried anti-military
recruiting signs as they demonstrated at the one-year anniversaries of the American invasion of
Grenada.
Minnesota students, moreover,
plan a bigger protest when CIA
recruiters come to Minneapolis
later this month.
Military and CIA officials,
however, dismiss the activities as
merely bothersome and in some
cases even beneficial.
Marine recruiters at the University of Oregon, for example, say
demonstration there "give the
Marine Corps front-page publicity and saves us advertising dollars."
* ^ f e . ^ r u i t on-campus once a
weel, and there are three or four
protestors Who are there every
time we're there,"Marine Capt.
B.J.
Toynbee
comments.
"They're not violent, we known
them all by name, and they're nice
guys."
Trouble erupts only when other
groups show up to protest against
the protestors, he adds.
The anarchists show up and
scream at the protestors for not
getting violent," Toynbee explains. "Then the communist
youth group shouts "Down with
the US" and the pro-Reagan
group screams at the communists."
"Then we're stuck watching the
show," he says.
Most students simply aren't
concerned about the military,
agrees Lt. Co!. James Baker, University of Wisconsin in ROTC director.

"They're apathetic about the
military," he insists. "There are
other things they're more interested in."
Five demonstrators, however,
were arrested-at UW in October
for digging a "grave" in front of
the ROTC training building.
But Baker says most of the 50
protestors, and four of those arrested, were not students.
"It was supposed to be part of
a nationwide anti-nuke protest,"
he adds, "but they latched onto
ROTC for their demonstration
because we're all there is. There
are no military bases around
here."
It got nastier at Tufts University in Massachusetts, where 19
student protestors ran a CIA recruiter off campus and forced the
administration to keep the agency
away, at least temporarily.
The press misrepresented the
incident, Tufts spokesman Curtis
Barnes states.
Newspaper reports claim Tufts
officials banned recruiters from
campus following the protest.
But Curtis says "it is a suspension, not a ban. We won't invite
them back until we determine a
speaker policy."
The CIA could face further dissent this month at Minnesota,
where the Central American
Working Group plans to picket
CIA recruiters to protest the agency's role in Central America.'
"We've organized a forum and
demonstration while CIA recruiters are on campus," group
spokeswoman Sarah McDonnell
reports. "We're trying to help
students understand the issues."
McConnell's group also organized a recent demonstration to
mark the first anniversary of the
Grenada adventure.
The demonstration didn't affect recruitment of dim student
interest in the- military, officials
say.
"We're having the most successful recruiting drive in years,"
Marine Capt. Toynbee boasts.
"We saw 103 students last year,
and I'm sure we'll see many more
this year."
"For every two students who
protests our being here, six or
eight come up to us and say
they're glad we're here,"Toynbee
notes.
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Nicaraguan Leaders Fearful
Of United States Invasion
by Bridge! McCormack

World Outlook Staff
The problems in Nicaragua today are serious. While this is not
new, the US now suspects the Soviets of shipping advanced fighter
aircraft to Nicaragua escalating
the aggravation to an even greater
level.
The Reagan administration accuses Nicaragua and the Sandanista government of supporting
international terrorism, exporting
arms to surrounding countries, violating international law, being a
client state to the Soviet Union
rather than an independent state,
and imposing a "totalitarian"
state.
Some of the accusations made
by President Reagan, however,
can be applied to his own government. Through the CIA the US
had supported and directed 15,000
"contras" in a campaign of terror
killing nearly 3,000 Nicaraguans,
destroying social programs, and
frightening the population. The
US has now constructed six arsenals, two radar stations, a military

World Affairs Enters A Model
United Nations Held At Penn
by Michele iVtarte-Abreu

On the week-end of November
8-11, the Mexican delegates to the
United Nations found themselves
taking a night tour of Philadelphia before arriving at their destination on the University of
Pennsylvania campus. In keeping
with the Latin tradition, the delegates did arrive at the U.N. conference late, but soon they became
engrossed in the events taking
place in the various U.N. committees. The delegates discussed the
current situation in Nicaragua,
nuclear disarmament, the status of
refugees, and transitional corporations in such committees as the
OAS (Organization of American
States), the General Assembly,
SocHum (Social, Humanitarian
Cultural Committee), and

EcoSoc(Economics & Social
Committee).
On Friday afternoon, the delegates were able to take a siesta
and/or explore the many shops,
musuems and eateries in the surrounding area. A more serious
crisis occurred on Friday evening
when former British ambassador
to Libya gave a lecture on Lebanon. The British ambassador left
abruptly after the hotel tecieved a
call warning that a bomb would
go off (interestingly, the delegates
and other people staying in the
hotel were not told to evacuate the
building).
The committee meetings resumed on Saturday afternoon and
delegates from over 40 schools
continued to work on committee
papers, write and co-sponsor resolutions and then argue for or
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against their ally and,enemy countries' resolutions. Due to .the
shortage of Mexican food in the
area, the Mexican delegates enjoyed a dinner in Philadelphia's
Chinatown (Margaritayille soon
folks!) and dessert from a gelato
store on South Street. The rest of
the evening was left for more social politicking.
Sunday came quickly and the
delegates prepared for the trip
back to the Connecticut border.
They returned to Hartford tired
but also with a better sense of how
the real United Nations functions.
The World Affairs Club plans
10 attend other conferences in
Boston or Princeton next semester. Any persons interested should
come to the meetings on Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in JacksonWheaton bridge. Hasta luego!

hospital, and a permenent command in Honduras - ready for
combat in Central America. The
world court ruled 14-1 against the
US for military aggression in Nicaragua.
The most recent confrontation
between the US and the Soviet
Union concerns a possible shipment of fighter aircraaft to Nicaragua. The ship docked at the
pacific port of Corinto on the
morning of November 8, and had
been shadowed by US navy ships
prior to docking.
The US government was unsure
of the cargo. President Reagan,
speaking at a news conference in
California, said "We can not definitely identify that they have
MIG's on there, or planes of any
kind."
Nevertheless, the US warned
Moscow that it would not tolerate
such action. The warning said that
such a shipment would give Nicaragua unfair advantages in Central America since its neighboring
countries lack such sophisticated
aircraft or any weapons for that
matter.
Nicaragua, on the other hand,
denied that the shipment in question was ever recieved. Foreign
Minister Miguel d'Escoto acknowledged the Soviet ship but
said the cargo on the ship contained nothing that would endanger the peace of the surrounding
countries.
Apparently while the ship was
en route to Nicaragua, Amercican
ships had entered Nicaraguan
waters and American " s p y "
planes had passed over Nicaragua
a few times. The Foreign Minister
charged that these actions were
"obviously meant to intimidate

us" and he warned that they"
could very well be the beginning
of something bigger."
The Foreign Minister would
not, however,, discJose the contents of the Soviet ship. When
asked whether or not the ship contained helicopters, he refused to
address the question. But Capt.
Rosa Pasos, spokeswoman for the
defense ministry, denied that any
helicopters were on the ship.
Nicaraguan leaders blame the
US in the mishap. "Whatever is
on that boat is our problem" said
the Foreign Minister. The Nicaraguan junta issued a. statement
which also denied the arrival of
any aircraft.
lt also said that recent actions
by the US "confirm our fears that
stronger aggressive measures
against Nicaragua have been set
in motion by the United States
Government." And it urged Nicaraguans to "be ready to heed
the call which the National Govjrnment will make for the neccessary mobilization of the country
in the face of the extreme gravity
of these events."
This was not the first time the
Nicaraguan leaders have issued
warnings about an imminent invasion by the US. Daniel Ortega
Savedra, in a recent speech to the
United Nations General Assembly, asserted that within the month
October the US would invade.
Fortunately that was not the
case. But it is a real problem and
it should not be ignored. Foreign
Minister d'Escoto said last week
:hat "if by Thanksgiving Mr. Reagan hasn't invaded Nicaragua,
we'll have something to be thankful for."

Combined Urahh Appeal
For Busines's and Industry, Inc.
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Six thousand and eighty dollars. That's the amount by
which the SGA Budget Committee voted to cut ConnPIRG's allocated budget. The matter is not over, however, by Stephen K. Gellman
Tripod Columnist
for ConnPIRG has appealed the cut, and the matter will
come to a general vote of the Student Government toThe week before last I attended
night.
ConnPIRG's is one of several budgets under review by a lecture in Austin Arts Auditorium. The speaker was the well
the SGA, which is having its typical budget crisis, although this year the problem seems worse than usual. known historian Arthur .1. SchlesDespite a total budget of $250,000, the SGA's funds are inger Jr., and his topic for that
night was the re-election of Ronalready over-allocated and it is being forced to cut back •ald
Reagan and its meaning.
on the funding of many activities and organizations.
Mr. Schlesinger's arguments
Although unforseen circumstances have arisen, as they were interesting and I hope that
always do, the problems do stem from last semester's some
of the college's more ardent
Budget Committee.
Republicans were there to receive
Last January many members of the Committee left a much needed dose of perspecthe SGA to take a semester abroad. This left the group tive. Put in laymen's terms,
rather disorganized and at the hands of its chairman, Schlesinger said, "what goes
Kate Land, one of the few experienced people on it.
around comes around" in AmerMs. Land proceeded to "ram everything through the ican 1politics or "every dog has its
Committee," as says SGA Vice President Lee Coffin. She day.' The conservative's clay is
overturned decisions that the Budget Committee had TCAC, a student organization.
made during the previous semester, one of them being
the cutting of ConnPIRG's budget by $6000. In October
it had been decided not to pay this towards ConnPIRG's
advisor, yet Ms. Land disagreed and had its full funding
reinstated during her chairmanship.
1
The problems that exist now, however, stem from the by K at hi} n Gallant
Managing
Editor
short-sightedness of last semester's Committee. It passed
most budgets without much care or probing, and its
During my freshman year the
quickness to approve led to insufficient funding for this
"Fraternity
Issue", was the hot
year's Spring Weekend and the SGA contingency fund,
designed to absorb unforeseen costs and new activities. thing to talk about on campus.
During one of the many discusThe SGA is slowly trying to bring the rampant spending sions
I sat in on or participated
under control. Mr. Coffin says that "shooting for a bal- in, I heard one person say that he
anced budget is important, because it will make things was on the side of the abolitionists
easier for next year, and the student activities fee won't because he believed that College
have to be raised." He does feel that there should not was a chance to build a sort of
be any great effect upon this year's organizations since Utopia and he didn't sec Utopia
"some groups' budgets are obviously well-padded" and as a place in which fraternities
those are the ones that will take the burden of the cuts. would fit.
He points out the Trinity College Black Women's Organization and the Trinity College Blacks. TCBWO reThe fraternity controversy ficeives $7925 while TCB is allocated for $13;830. Between nally died down, at least for a
the two of them they receive almost ten percent of the while, but I've . been thinking
SGA's funds, yet the organizations do not serve a pro- about this Utopia thing ever since.
portionate number of students. It also must be remem- The idea of trying to build a better
bered that the members of these organizations are also place has a certain charm for me.
Call me an idealist, but 1 can't
members of other campus groups.
It Is unfettered spending that continues to be the bane help but believe that people, when
a positive environment, will
of the SGA. Some examples, although by no means the given
make a strong attempt to get along
worst, are the Pipes' request for funding for meals for and improve their situations. I try
each of them while they are out on the road, at $15 a to operate from this standpoint on
meal per person, and TCB's August long distance telephone a daily level,but it's not always
bill of approximately $250.
easy. Every once in a while the
ConnPIRG is probably the greatest example of this tentacles of cynicism begin to
extravagance. The $6080 which the SGA is seeking to wrap themselves around my mind.
delete from their budget goes completely and solely One of those tentacles grew contowards the funding of ConnPIRG's advisor. They are siderably this week.
the oniy student organization with a paid advisor, and
The Trinity Lesbian and Gay
he does not come cheap. He is paid for two days of Alliance posted signs in Mather
work each week: eight hours a day at ten dollars an Campus Center announcing their
hour. The cutting of this expense seems more than first meeting of the semester this
week. According to a member of
suitable.
The SGA Budget Committee needs some reforms to the group, whom I spoke with on
avoid over-budgeting and favoritism by members, but it Friday afternoon, all but one of
also needs a concerted effort by students who share in the posters had been torn down. I
have also heard that Women's
the wealth. Overspending and budget padding will only Center
lead to problems for other groups and future students. down. posters are habitually torn
"The Tripod can proudly say that it is currently operating
This behavior indicates someat less than its allocated budget. Perhaps other orgathing to me which is distinctly not
nizations can try to do the same, making everyone a in
keeping with anything even relittle happier in the long run.
motely resembling a Utopian at-

When the faculty sponsors a
speaker, a professor who didn't
remember your name the week before pins his arm around you on
the Long Walk and asks you if
you're going to the wonderful lecture he's sponsoring. Heaven forbid that a faculty member be
embarrased by a small turnout.
What we have here is hypocrisy
at its worst. The faculty, by definition, has a commitment to academic advancement, .And yet, this
commitment only surfaces to any
great extent when a faculty members' academic advancement is at
stake.
Oh yes, there is one more saying
that that the faculty might keep in
mind — "practice what you
preach."

now, bu( cycles will finish and the
liberal energies will emerge again.
However, leaving the auditorium my mind turned from politics and a rather interesting
question popped into my head:
"where's the faculty?" One of
America's most noted historians
was on campus and the faculty
present at the lecture could have
been counted on one hand. How
could this be? Isn't the faculty
constantly criticizing the student
body for its apathetic nature?
There's another laymen's saying
that might apply here; "people
who live in glass houses shouldn't
throw bricks."
1 then remembered that the lecture had been sponsored by, not
the history department, but the

Open Windows

"Oldsters"Say Thanks
Dear Sir:
I want to take this opportunity
to express our thanks to the school
for a splendid Homecoming
Weekend. I'd also especially like
to thank Frank Sherman and
Roger Hall of the 1949 undefeated
football team for their efforts that
brought all of us rascals together
again after all these years.
One of the niceties of Trinity
College to me has always been the
friendliness of its faculty and student body. Friday night, November 2, after the dinner party for

the '49 football team we were all
cordially invited to a student
dance in Mather Hall. Quite a few
of us accepted this nice invitation
and to. our surprise found tables
reserved for us. In a word we
danced, laughed, and really had a
lot of fun; but the highlight to me
was the students that came up to
us "oldsters" to introduce themselves and chat. We had a great
time at "their" dance and feel honored to have been invited by
them.
Most sincerely,
Gordy and Dick DePaolis, '51

mosphere. The fact that some
people on this campus are so intolerant of alternative lifestyles or
viewpoints that they cannot even
stand having posters on the walls
of the campus center is abhorrent
to me.
You may not be comfortable
with homosexuality or' the topics
and ideas presented by the Women'.s Center. You are here by free
choice and no one is expecting you
to adopt a view that goes against
your principles. There is no valid
reason, however, for actively
trying to discourage these groups
in their efforts to enlighten students of the fact that there is at
least more than one way to lead a
productive, vital life. Judith
Branzburg, the Director of the
Women's Center, has a very dif-

ficult job and, at the very least,
students on this campus should
respect the work she is trying to
do, even if your ideologies differ
from hers. The Women's Center
is not for radical, lesbian feminists only, as the popular stereotype seems apt to promote. It is,
ideally, a place where all students
can feel comfortable. I've heard
the argument that if the Women's
Center is for everyone, why is it
called the Women's Center? I
don't know, but hiding behind
that argument is a cop out. Quibbling over semantics won't get
anyone anywhere. If you're afraid
of the Women's Center or the Gay
and Lesbian alliance, perhaps you
should put a crow bar in your
mind and attend an activity or a
meeting. You might learn a thing
or two.
Perhaps the people who tore
down the Gay and Lesbian Alliance posters felt threatened by

what those posters imply. Perhaps
they were threatened by w'/iat they
might consider weaknesses in
themselves. Perhaps they simply
fear that Which they do not understand. These are all legitimate
responses to new things. The simple, realistic fact is, however, that
there are gay people at Trinity,
and there are feminists, along with
lots of other people who might
hold views different from your
own.
There must be a more healthy,
positive way to respond to these
things than by childlishly tearing
down posters. Maybe if the people
who tore down the posters went
to a Gay and Lesbian Alliance
meeting or a Women's Centersponsored activity, they would realize that their fears are probably
grounded in pure irrationality. At
the very least, they may emerge
with the doors of their minds slid
open just a little bit.
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Letters
Do Gays Frighten You?
Dear Edilor:
Picture this, if you will; while 1
was sitting in Mather discussing a
campus issue with an SGA colleague, a young woman walked
out of the dining hall, approached
the bulletin board, tore down a
poster advertising the first meeting of the Trinity Lesbian and Gay
Alliance, and said to a friend, "I
am offended by this poster being
placed next to our cheerleading
poster." She proceeded to walk
out of Mather with the poster and
threw it face down on the pavement near the bicycle rack.
It is my understanding that
Trinity College is an institution of
higher learning where non-discrimination is encouraged; Students are challenged to question
their prejudiced views in light of
current biological, philosophical,
psychological, religious, sociological, etc. data so that they may
understand others more objectively.
The abovementioned woman
stole property and was insulting

to any lesbian and gay person in
her vicinity. As a woman, whe was
extremely insensitive to a woman's right to pursue an alternative
lifestyle. She was not sensitive
enough to the reality of homophobia and heterosexism and how
these inhumanities are rooted in
fear, ignorance, and the promotion of rigid sex roles by family,
church, and state. Students should
be made aware of the face that
homophobic and heterosexist remarks and actions, such as "fag",
"dyke", "homo", and "that's
gay," are detrimental to the Trinity community, where acceptance
of differences is promoted.
Such an incident was sexist and
is covered under the anti-discrimination policy of this institution.
Trinity administrators, factulty,
RA's, SGA members in cooperation with the Trinity Lesbian and
Gay Alliance should take the lead
in sponsoring workshops on homophobia (Homophobia is an irrational fear of homosexuals). We
as a college community should not
tolerate such inhumanities to per-

sons different from ourselves.
In speaking with a friend of
mine from the TLGA 1 have
gained knowledge that all of the
group's posters were torn down.
This may be looked upon as,an
innocent, isolated incident, but 1
fail to see it as such an inconsequential matter. An as SGA member I will propose that the Student
Government Association establish
a committee to work with faculty,
administrators, and RA's to sponsor a Lesbian and Gay Awareness
week. Accepting the homosexual
as a fully human person is essential to Trinity becoming a true
community where acceptance,
concern,- love, and understanding
are the accepted values.
Sincerely,
John G. Bonnelli
P.S. If anyone would like to serve
on a Lesbian and Gay Awareness
Week committee please drop a
note in box 981. Thank you for
your concern.

Schwieghoffer Clarifies Conversation
To the Editor:
I would like to clarify a very
important element of my conversation with a Tripod reporter and
the subsequent article relating to
rumors of crime on campus.
only sexual assault re-

ported to Security occurred in the
immediate vicinity of campus.
This assault was in fact a forcible
rape (it was reported as otherwise
in your article).
The two individuals responsible
have not yet been apprehended. It'
is incumbent upon every woman

to safeguard herself against such
attacks. Please utilize the escort
system during darkness and keep
your doors and windows closed
and locked.
Michael Schweighoffer , ••>,
Director of Security

Invite All or None
Dear Trinity
As the term enters its final
weeks, deadlines, pressures, and
frustrations are growing increasingly higher. One certain frustration however, has prompted Miss
Kathy George and I to write this
letter on behalf of a great majority of the students and faculty at
Trinity College.
Throughout the past semester,
students and faculty have been
bombarded with articles of complaint from members of the
Women's Center as to the sexism
of several school organizations.
Miss George and I are writing to
point out that it is extremely difficult for any group to be totally
unbiased in nature and while we
feel that it is not necessarily bad
for groups to be biased in nature,
we do feel it is hypocritical for one .
group to accuse other groups of
sexism before taking a close look
at themselves.
First, examine the main purpose of the Women's Center (the
title of this organization itself is
biased toward one group) as written in the 1984-1985 Trinity College Handbook: "The Trinity
Women's Center is a collectivelyrun organization committed to
promoting personal growth and
community
among
women.
Through its various activities, the
Center strives to meet the needs of
all Trinity women and women in
the Greater Hartford community." We do not feel that an organization with such motives has
a right, to faMy accuse other organizations of sexism without

being hypocritical.
Recently, invitations from the
Women's Center for an afternoon
get together "La Partie Francaise," which read that it was
open to all students and faculty,
were placed exclusively in the'
mailboxes of female students and
faculty. This explanation that was
given by the Women's Center, was
that although the get-together was
open to all, the primary reason for
having the event was so that the
female faculty at Trinity would
have a chance to get better acquainted with the female students.
Once again Miss George and I feel
that such actions are clearly prejudiced toward the male student
body and can be called sexist.
Try and imagine how the Women's Center might react if an organization on campus were to hold
a party, saying that it was open to
all students but only send invitations to male faculty and students
with the primary purpose being to
better acquaint male students with
male faculty.
Personally, Miss George and I
feel that the Women's Center is
an outstanding organization that
deserves much credit for its valuable activities toward the entire
school body. We do not feel that
their bias toward women is bad
but is a component of a "Women's Center." Where we disagree
with them is their attacks upon
other organizations of the same
nature.
Sincerely,
Ray Faltinsky, '87
Kathv George, '86

ConnPIRG Will be Crippled by Proposed Budget Cuts
I am writing to you to express
my grave concern over the Student Government's decision to cut
ConnPIRG-at-Trinity's budget by
three-fourths through the elimination of the position of a paid
staff member. The argument is
being made that this budget line
item is being cut only to make
ConnPIRG similar in set-up to
other campus organizations. I
keep hearing from people who favor the cut that /'Well, we think
what ConnPIRG is doing is good
and needs to be done, but we don't
like the way its organized" and so
on. My response to those people
is "Sit back and really ask yourself — 'Do I support ConnPIRG?'", because this budget cut
will fatally cripple the Trinity
chapter. ConnPIRG's effectiveness depends on three things —
stable funding, expert staff, and
student idealism and willingness
to work hard. The Budget Committee has essentially kicked out
one of these three supports, and
if this decision stands it will effectively reduce ConnPIRG to a
campus environmental club which
will only be able to show a movie
now and then, while watching attendance and interest slowly wane
due to inactivity, instead of teaching students crucial communication skills and watching them win
legislative victories at the Statehouse.
ConnPIRG believes that students can be effective advocates
of change that is in the public interest. However, to approach a
confusing and intimidating institution such as the Connecticut
legislature without preparation

and education in regards to developing and researching a position
on an issue, arguing for that position to legislators, calling press
conferences for publicity, and
other necessary skills, is folly and
a blueprint for failure. But where
to.get those skills? That is where
Ed .Mierzwinski, the director of
ConnPIRG whose fee is now in
question, comes in. His expertise
not only goes helping plan campus-wide events, but also is critical in teaching students real-world
advocacy skills, helping with students' research by providing information and contacts with other
advocacy groups, and opening
doors at the legislature which
would ordinarily be closed to"just
another student." The fact is that
if this cut is passed, it will cause
layoffs in ConnPIRG's total staff
of three. The other two staff
member's salaries, as well as threefifths of Ed's salary, are funded
by UConn-Stoors yet all three
staff members work with Trinity
students, despite the fact that
Trinity only funds part of Ed's.
salary.
I am particularly concerned because this budget cut will hurt my
personal college education. I have
been planning for some time to
take a two credit legislative internship with ConnPIRG to work on
the re-authorization of Connecticut's toxic waste surcharge law
which provides money for the
cleanup of over 400 toxic dump
sites in the state. I would not only
be working for something I be-1
lieve in, but also would learn
"hands-on" skills such as researching and defending a position, writing policy statements,

and learning how government
functions. All these skills are both
intimately involved with the
awareness I think all citizens
should have, and are part of the
abilities I will personally need to
pursue my planned career as either
a politician or a journalist. I am
more than just deeply concerned,
I am angry at what I perceive to
be an insensitivity(however unintentional) by the Budget Committee towards ConnPIRG and the
unique educational opportunities
it provides. A common criticism I
hear about Trinity is that not
enough students are concerned
with the people and issues outside
the campus microcosm. Not only
does ConnPIRG bridge this gap,

but also it works on issues that
are of great importance to Trinity ;
students, like passing the bottle
bill law, fighting increases in the
telephone hook-up charge, working for student loans, and passing
the new car Lemon Law which
protects buyers against manufacturer defects. I feel it is grossly
unfair to myself and many other
students for the Budget Committee to so severely cut a budget
around which an effective internship program and campus events
have been planned since summer.
ConnPIRG has stated its willingness to forego all funds in 198586 until they hold a fall semester
referendum on ConnPIRG's original refundable fee funding mech-

anism, provided the staff salary
budget line item is reappropriated
through the end of 1984-85. Following this plan of action is the
only fair option to ConnPIRG and
the student body, as it focuses the
attention of the argument on the
real question of the current contriversy — whether ConnPIRG is
a worthy part of the Trinity College education — and not on the
narrow and irrelevant concern of
trying to mandate a similar structure on all campus organizations,
even where that action results in
the destruction of the organization in question.
Sincerely,
Philip S. Robertson Jr. '86
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College Pro is the largest
painting organization in North America, with
student-operated outlets coast to coast.
Our tremendous growth has created some
exceptional summer job opportunities.
No previous painting experience
Is necessary, but you must
demonstrate your interest
and sincerity by attending
an on-campus briefing
session and submitting
an application form.
An equal opportunity employer.

y

Paul Staufifer'
249-4807
See your Placement Office today
for further Information and application forms. But
be warned: Time is running out and late applicants cannot be assured of a personal interview.

On-Campus Briefing Session
Date: Wednesday, November 28
Tirne:
2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.Place: |\y| at h er/ Alumni Lounge

I
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NEW ENGLAND
Jim Sutherland, Reg'l V.P.
Rachel Ross, Reg'l V.P.
5 Bridge Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172
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summer
me jo
job of your life!

TM Trademark of College Pro Painters Limited ,

PRO

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS (U.S.) LTD.™
UNITED STATES HEAD OFFICE
5 BRIDGE STREET • WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS 02172
(617)923-4545

' Coail !O Co«t derail North Amend

November I9H4
.
Dear Trinity Student
If you've seen our advertisements on campus you may have thought that a 810,000 summer jobsounds a bit too good to be true. We
know that there aren't many summer jobs available to students that can be so rewarding. ,
Fortunately, at Trinity you have the opportunity to find out about the College Pro manager's position firsthand.
Paul Stauffcr is a Junior at Trinity who managed the College Pro outlet in Hartford/West Hartford last summer.
If the challenge of running.;l successful business has piqued your interest, but you would like to know more details about the position
before our November 28th presentation, Paul is willing to answer your questions.
Was lie successful? Find out for yourself.
Did he learn about running a business? Ask him.
Is the job rewarding? (Jive him a call.
Paul lives on campus so feel free to visit him or give him a call.
.Sincerely,
,
James Sutherland
Regional Vice President
.
.
•
College Pro Painters
Please Note: We are presently in the process of retracting an error of printing which appeared in our display ad in the November 6th
Tripod. The correct telephone listing is — Paul Stauffcr 249-4807. We apologize for the error.

Sincerely
James Sutherland
Regional Vice President
College Pro Painters
S3SS3S
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Arts / Entertainment
The Not Quite and the Psychedelic Revival
been on the late '60's-early '70's
period, viewed from the perspecOooh. My neck hurts. 1 was tive of the mid-70's to mid '80's.
Neo-psych means a fresh start.
dancing a little too enthusiastiThese guys have been through
cally last night (Saturday 11/17)
punk, post-punk, and general boto the Not Quite at the Italianredom and have re-discovered the
American Club in East Hartford.
The Not Quite, in case you hav- '60's from the beginnings instead
en't heard (and you haven't) are of looking backward through a
depression-ridden decade.
the foremost, indeed the only
The emphasis here is on what is
band on the local neo-psychedeiic
referred to as garage psychedelia,
scene. These guys are cool. The
or '60's punk. The classic bands
three front men: Rob, bassist/voare such obscurities as The Movcalist, Joe, guitarist/vocalist, and
Morrie, lead guitarist, sport a dis- ing Sidewalks, The Litter, and The
13th Floor Elevators, as well as
tinctly '65-'66 look. It's all there:
the Yardbirds, the Animals, and
the jackets — white, black velvet,
Syd Barret-era Pink Floyd.
and on Morrie, even a Hendrixstyle red military coat, albeit fron
Neo-psychedelia, like any genre,
a high school marching band. And
has its " p o p " side and its more
the hair: '65 era Stones/Yardobscure, and in my opinion, more
birds. Too groovy.
qualitative side. The former inLemme backtrack a little. I cludes such familiar bands as
Green on Red, REM, and, to an
guess I have to explain neo-psych
extent, Echo and the Bunnymen.
in the first place. Neo-psych hit
Drifting down toward the subculthe scene around '81 or '82, with
ture area, you will find The Chesa lot of people getting tired of
terfield Kings, The Lime Spiders,
"new music" and some fresh
The Vietnam Veterans, and Plasblood entering the picture as well.
ticland (the latter two having a
Then again, it could be that some
punk bands learned to sing and distinctly acid-inspired sound).
Garage and neo-psych differ
play their instruments.
from the more familiar '60's muYeah, you can say it's nothing
sic in two main ways: Garage and
new. Interest in the '60's has never
neo-psych are, as a rule, faster,
really died out. But the focus has

by Sean Kershaw

cruder, and more energetic, than,
say, the Grateful Dead or Jefferson Airplane. And in general
(much to my personal pleasure),
they are more negative. None of
this peace, love, and granola crap.
This is the generic season of emotional detachment.
When you see a garage band,
you're not there to eat acid and
lie around in the grass. You're
there to dance in a dimly-lit nightclub or, as was the case on Saturday, in the auditorium of the
Italian-American club. You can
eat whatever you like, but you
gotta move.

Yeah, I know a lot of youse like
to dance to the Dead. But gimme
a break. That music has no inherent energy. Bands like the Not
Quite are raw, focused, driving,
powerful, while at the same time
achieving that swirling, undulating psychedelic effect.
If you want to check out the
neo-psych scene, there are a couple of ways to go about it. Capitol
Record Shop (on Capitol Ave.,
where else?) has a great psych and
neo-psych collection. You might
want to start out with a compilation album to get a broad perspective. Your other alternative is (not

THISYEAKS
BEST FILM"
"A GREAT MOVIE"
• Lit Smith. Syndicated Columnjit

'A beautiful^
mournful
movie."

by Mary K. Bray
Staff Writer

A small cast of fourteen brings
the avantgarde to Trinity with the
production of Ubu Roi on December 5-9. A takeoff on Shakespearean tragedy and everything
heroic, the physical production of
the show will create, according to
director Roger Shoemaker, a
"Punch and Judy meet King
Lear" type of burlesque comedy.

Visiting designer Perry Barton
together with Shoemaker established the visual appearance of the
play before it was cast. This involved a good "s"ense of theatricality" Barton said. They arrived
at a sort of "rough stripped down
look," according to Barton, where
the audience can see into the
wings. "The actors will have to
adjust to acting in a bizarre environment," continued Shoemaker,
speaking of the many ramps and
platforms. "_Pe_rry has created a
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Writer-in Residence Thalia Selz
is one of the finalists in the O.
Henry short story contest. Her
story, "The Way to El Mar," will
be published next spring in O.
HENRY.FESTIVAL STORIES, a
volume containing the best fifteen
entries.
Congratulations, Ms. Selz.

Playwright Actor
Speaks at Trinity
by Patrick Henry
Staff Writer
Wallace Shawn, one of the
country's leading avant-garde
dramatists, will talk about his
work in the Widener Gallery of
Austin Arts Center. In dialogue
with Director-in-Residence Leonard Shapiro, Shawn will discuss
the role of the writer in the theater
and also the role of the theater in
society. This talk will take place
on Wednesday November 28 at
4:30 p.m.
Shapiro directed Shawn's "The
Youth Hostel" for New York's
Public Theater,' which recently
announced their plans to produce
Shawn's newest work, "Aunt Dan
and Lemon." A joint venture with
London's Royal Court Theater
will see the play presented in both
cities with an international cast.
His works have also been staged
by La MaMa, Manhattan Project,
Los Angeles groups as well as European groups. They include:
"Our Late Night," "Marie and
Bruce," "The Hospital Play,"
and "A Thought in Three Parts."
Shawn has also written an opera,
"The Music Teacher" featuring
music by his brother Allen Shawn.
As an actor, Shawn starred in
Louis Malle's movie "My Dinner
with Andre" and also in "The
Bostonians, coming to Cinestudio
in December.

In conclusion might I say that
to have the Not Quite, or indeed
any decent neo-psych band play
here at Trinity would make me
and a number of other people very
happy. And if you're into rock at
all — from the Doors to punk to
heavy metal — you'd enjoy it too.

Toying with the Avant- Garde

Writer Finalist
in Contest
PRESENTS

to be self-indulgent) my radio
show on Tuesday nights from 710 on WRTC-FM. In fact, the
evening of the day you pick up
this issue of the Tripod, 1 should
be playing a demo tape of the Not
Quite and interviewing the lead
guitarist, Morrie.

playground of construction.
They'll .be going up ladders, down
slides and poles." Behind the
structures are painted backdrops,
used to tell the audience where the
next scene takes place. "There's a
cartoon element which can be exploited in the backdrops," Barton
said.
Brian Rieger's technical theater
classes are helping to build the
scenery and props, and paint the
backdrops. Barton enjoys all the
theatrical devices utilized and likes Goodwin Theater's "amazingly equipped space. The theaters
in Boston are much smaller," he
noted. Barton commented that
because the play has a "juvenile
energy to it, no idea was too farfetched."
- .Costumes and lighting design
also help maximize the zany effect
of the play. A member of the
Trinity theatrical staff, Marthe
Banks has designed a cartoon version of Shakespearean costumes,
borrowing styles from the Greeks
and those popular in the 1900's.
Banks said the costumes are "outsized, too colorful and have more
decoration" than authentic Shakespearean dress. She added,
"Every amount of bad taste is
employed in them." Lighting designer and Trinity graduate Mark
Bishop will be using follow-spots
to create a circus-type atmosphere
as well.
Shoemaker thinks that "the designers are doing a good job. He
added, "I'm pleased with the way
the whole cast is working together." Ken Festa, who plays.
King Ubu, said that the funniest
aspect of the show is working in
ensemble. "Everyone is on stage
the whole time."
All performances will begin at
8:00 p.m. in Goodwin Theater except for the Sunday matinee at
2:00 p.m. Tickets are 14:00 or free
with performance pass.

THE CHAMBER PLAYERS AT TRINITY
CONCERT ill
BIZET: Jeux d'Enfants, piano duet, Op. 22, Selected pieces
BRAHMS: Piano Quartet in C Minor, Op. 60, Movements I, II, HI
SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C Major, D. 956, Movements I, IV
CPT: Julie Charland - cello
GUEST: Sharon Dennison - viola
Linda Laurent-piano, cello STUDENT GUESTS:
Cynthia Treggor - violin
Marceline Lee - piano, violin
Joseph Scorese- piano

Sunday Dec. 2

3:00 p.m.

Hamlin Hall

Tickets are $3.00 or FREE with Performance Pass
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Arts / En tertainm en t
Frankie ,Shriekback: Good/Bad Rating Fails to Guarantee Market
by Keith Waehrer

Staff Writer

Frankie Goes to
Hollywood:
Welcome to the
Pleasure Dome
Who really knows what Frankie
is all about? Perhaps they are simply the latest child of a decadent
pop culture. Whatever they are,
they have hit it big in the U.K.
Their first two singles, "Relax"
and "Two Tribes," were at the
top of numerous charts for untold
weeks. Whether or not this success across the Atlantic will translate into superstardom in the U.S.
is still up in the air. My guess is
no.
Even though they are pop demigods in England, Frankie's following is more like cult worship
than superstar worship. Instead of

buying obscure bootlegs, Frankie
fans buy all twelve (or some ridiculous number) mixes of "Two
Tribes." While "Relax" has some
commercial potential in the U.S.,
the rhythm and melody of "Two
Tribes" is too complex for the average radio listener to get hooked
on. This combination of cult appeal, which never seems to catch
on in the U.S., and unconventional arrangements will probably
prevent Frankie Goes to Hollywood from commercial success in
the U.S.

Springsteen's "Born to Run" that
makes one want to scream in agony.
My advice to potential Frankie
fans is to stay away from this album and stick to their singles.
Their best release to date is a single entitled "War (Hidden)." It is
an import, so you may have to
search for it. But your time will
be amply rewarded.

The most recent development in
the Frankie story is the release of
their first LP. This monster double album, called Welcome to the
Pleasure Dome, starts out well on
side one but loses its appeal on
the last three sides. Even side two,
which features their singles, "Relax," "War," and "Two Tribes,"
somehow comes across as weak.
Side three sports a cover of Bruce

Here is another band that has
had some success in merry old
England but will never hit it big
in the States. Shriekback is probably best known for their "underground" single, "Lined Up." '
Their new album, Jam Science,
echoes the tone of "Lined U p "
but fills out the minimalist dance
beat found on it. While their early
work featured mostly bass and
synth with very subdued percussion, their new LP is heavily produced with the standard rhythm
box drums creating the dance
beat.
The fact that Jam Science rep-1

resents a departure from Shriekback's original sound does not
make it unenjoyable. In fact, it is
just as good if not better than their
first LP Care.
Although it is obvious that
Shriekback has produced another
great album, this will not make it
a commercial success. Like Frankie's "Two Tribes," the music on
Jam Science does not have the instant appeal required by today's
pop audience. But if you are one
of those people who really listens
to music, you may find Shriekback quite appealing.

Poet Mezey Reads Work
litical election results had left him
feeling low, and, though he did.
not consider himself a political
poet, he thought that the pleasure
Poet Robert Mezey read from
his work at Hamlin Hall on No- of poetry could raise one above
the misery. Poems are weapons
vember 12. Commencing with
against the enemies of poetry, he
translations, he explained that he
says.
made no distinction between these
and the rest of his original work.
Mezey's prose-poems are politVersions from the Spanish of ValJcal in a bawdy and satirical sense.
lejo and Lorca and from Modern
His lyrical and very autobioHebrew were spoken with intengraphical poems he read with a
sity, passion, and a compelling
power and vivacity that gave an
sense of atmosphere.
overwhelming sense of conviction
Mezey said that the recent poand necessity.
by Patrick Henry

;

Staff Writer
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This Year's Revue Is a Refreshing Success
by Kathryn Gallant

Managing Editor
. The Music Department treated
the Trinity community to its 8th
annual Musical-Theatre Revue
this weekend. The show traced the
development of American musical
theatre from the 1940's through
the 1980's and gave the audience
a taste of Engtish operetta.
The performance began with
nine songs from the Broadway
stage which were sung by six
freshman women. Although this
section of the show could have
been considerably shorter, the
songs were well sung and the transitions between them were artfully
accomplished by the women, with
the skillful help of pianist Gerald

Moshell.
In "Cell Block Tango" from
Chicago Karen Biemdiek eloquently led a group of women who
were in jail because they had given
the_ men in their lives just what
they had coming. Biemdiek's voice
is strong and assertive and the ensemble supported her well with
their somewhat twisted rationales
for murder.
"I Feel Pretty" from West Side
Story turned out, to be a great vehicle for exhibiting the considerable talents of "both Leisl
Odenweller and Cherise Reid.
Odenweller convincingly played
the somewhat vain, love struck
Maria who "pities anyone who
isn't me tonight." Alexandra
Beers, Eizabeth Bennett, Elana

Epstein and the rest of the ensemble are believable as Maria's friend
who fear that infatuation may be
causing the loss of her sanity.
The overall effect is one of silliness and fun.
The most exciting moment of
this part of the show was "Memory" from Cats. Cherise Reid,
who was joined in the duet by Alexandra Beers, has a rich, full
voice that handled the melody,
written by Andrew Lloyd Webber, and T.S. Eliot's poetry as if
they were written for. her.
The group's rendition of "I
Don't Know How To Love Him"
from Jesus Christ Superstar, with
Elizabeth Bennett singing the featured solo, was somewhat harsh,
but Bennett's strong, stable voice,

Concert Choir to Present
Seasonal Performance
by Mary K. Bray

Staff Writer
The Concert Choir will make its
first annual debut November 30
and December 1, performing
"Gloria!" and other songs of exaltation. Featuring Trinity student
soloists and a large orchestra
composed of students from both
Trinity and Hartt tiool of Music, the choir will perform at 8:15
p.m. in the Chapel.
Musical Director Gerald Moshell described the pieces in the program
as "high,
exalting"
numbers, The choir of approxi-,
mately 85 persons is strong, he
added.
The program will open with

Poulenc's "Gloria!" featuring soloist Liesl Odenweller '88. Odenweller studies at the University of
Hartford and would like to go into
opera in the future. She enjoys the
choir and commented, " T h e
group has good balance." Odenweller also likes the Latin piece
and said lhat she would "rather
sing a piece in the language in
which it was written."
Another seasonal piece to be
performed is Vaughn Williams'
"A Song of Thanksgiving" with
soloist Phoebe McBride '87. Following Williams' piece will be
Wagner's Finale from Die Meistersinger. Soloists for this number
are Floyd Higgins '85 and Jon
Potter '87.

The closing piece, conducted by
Higgins, is entitled "Hyrnne a la
France" by Berlioz. Featured are
Sharon Larson '87 and Mark
Davis '88.
Higgins is looking forward to
conducting the choir and remarked, "It will be quite exhilarating. I've sung with these people
for the past three years." Having
been assistant Chapel organist in
the past, Higgins is now "taking
up the baton at the other end of
the building."
Moshell plans to take a tour
with the choir to California this
spring. For the Christmas Holiday
the Choir together with the Chapel
Singers will perform the Lessons
and Carols services on Dec 9.

managed to pull . the number
through, with the competent help
of the other women.
The six women consistently
worked well together and, although a little stiff on the stage,
seemed to be enjoying themselves.
The choreography in this section
was little more than simple movement to music and the end result
was a disturbing heaviness when
it came time for the singers to
dance.
The evening changed pace when
the show moved into its second
part, Cox and Box or The LongLost Brothers which is, according
to the program, a triumviretta in
one act. Box, a printer, is played
by Floyd Higgins and Cox, a hatter, is played by Frank Connelly.
Bouncer is played by Andy Carlson. The triumviretta is a classic
precursor of today's situation
comedy.
The singing in the operetta was
superb. Floyd Higgins did a fantastic job playing his part with the
ease that is the hallmark of a truly
gifted performer.
Andy Carlson, who prances
around the stage in a yellow
apron, plays the slimy landlord
who thinks that he might pull
something over on someone with
just the right touch of ingratiating
simpering. The voice part allowed
the audience to appreciate the full
range of Carlson's strong, competent bass.
Frank Connelly's stuffy, pompous, officious Cox was almost
perfectly matched to Higgins' Box
and the pair had some wonderful,
amusing moments together onstage.
After intermission, the excerpts
from Broadway musicals opened

with "Brigadoon" from the 1947
musical of the same name. The
fourteen member cast did not enter from the left or right sides of
the stage, but rather from below
the stage, taking full advantage of
the impressive electrical possibilities of Goodwin Theatre.
If there is one word that can
describe the second half of the Revue that word would have to be
"enthusiastic." Despite constant
changes in time period and subject
matter, the cast was consistently
exicted to be on stage and their
enthusiasm was transmitted to the
audience. This excitement managed to carry the ensemble
through a few shaky moments and
saved the nearly three-hour per- /
formance from becoming dull and
tiresome.
From the mythical Scotland of
Brigadoon the show moved to the
urban factory setting of Pajama
Came. Chuck Chronis played'
Heinzie, the foreman who presides over a group of women factory workers making, what else,
pajamas. While Heinzie exhorts
the women to "hurry, hurry," the
women performed a fast-paced
number which described life in the
factory. Chronis, as usual, turned
in a funny, convincing and creative performance. He consistently
impresses audiences as a performer who is comfortable on the
stage and willing to put himself
on the line in search of a little
comedy.
Although Diann Chambelain's
soft singing voice is not perfectly
suited for solo parts, she played
the neurotic, hysterical, nervous
bride-to-be Amy from Company
Continued on page 5
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More Sports
5-1 Crucial For
Women's Squash
continued from page 16
cruited the number two junior
(1984) player, Ellie Pierce from
Tabor Academy, who will be
playing number two.
Bartlett is counting on the win
at number two to make the difference in matches. "Ellie is someone you can always count on —
you know she's always going to
win at number two."
But Pierce is a freshman, and
could be shocked with the difference in the level of competitiveness between junior and college
play. Yet Bartlett remains confident.
"Ellie has been playing competitive squash for a number of years,
so the competition factor should
not be a problem."
Numbers three and four, seniors Kathy Klein and Laura Higgs,
will be a stronghold for the team,
for they remain in the same position as last year. Yet, both have
gained advantages.
Bartlett thinks the crucial difference will be that Klein and
Higgs were away last fall semester, and had more trouble warming up to competitive play once
they returned.
"This year, starting off from
the beginning of the season, Kathy and Laura are much more focused. Being captains, they are
%•»«»•«,,*«ifgfiij$§fijup,njth.e team, t o o , " commented Bartlett.'
The big change in the ladder is

in the positions five through
seven. In a dual match, five, six
and seven count as much as one,
two, and three — so the Bants'
depth in these lowere positions will
be just as important as winning
the top positions.
Sophomores Erika LaCerda
and Nat Perkins will be playing
five and six respectively. Bartlett
is particularly happy with LaCerda's progress from last year.
"I think she's matured a lot —
and she knows it. Being on the
soccer team helped her concentration and it got her in great shape."
Perkins could be a consistent
winner; powerful, and very competitive and determined, Perkins
has improved immensly in the last
year.
At number seven, will be Claire
Slaughter, Trinity's top tennis
player. Slaughter just began playing squash last year, but her
amazing racquet skills and competitive nature have made it easy
for Slaughter to break into the top
seven.
LaCerda, Perkins, and Slaughter could be key players to watch
this year — the dual matches could
easily depend on at least two of
these players winning.
As for the season record, Bartlett realizes the Ivy competition
will be tough. "1 think we can
break into the top three, and 1
have a lot of confidence in Castle,
Pierce, KJJe.it> and filjggs to hold
back Dartmouth, Penn, and
Brown."

Karen Rodgers will provide key leadership as the women's basketball team tries to regain its NIAC title.

Wrestling Looking Op In 85
by Gabe Harris
Sports Staff Writer
After years of undersized, frustrated, losing teams, Trinity wrestling seems to be on the rise.
Even though the squa.d won just'
two matches last year, the feeling
about the upcoming season is one
of optimism, and with good rea-

son. With seven lettermen returning and a group of freshmen that
is big on both quantity and quality, the Bantams should be competitive in just about every match1,
they go into this year.
The team is spearheaded by
junior captain Joe Adam, who
placed fourth in the New England
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Tournament last spring.
Other key veterans will be juniors Pete Zimmerman, Tom Waxter, Nick Veronis (away until next
semester), and sophomores Ian
Brodie and Ted Mqise. While the
returners provide a strong nucleus, the real cause for excitement is all of the new faces in the
locker room.
Junior Will Thomas, who took
last year off from wrestling, is a
quality performer who will step in
and handle the 190-pound class,
as will sophomore Arnie Amore
in the heavyweight division.
Mark ; Weisland heads up a
strong crop of freshmen and Jooks
like a strong candidate to start at
150 pounds. John Lew will be the
first 118-pounder at Trinity in
several years, and has looked
strong in practice. There are several others waiting in the wings,
ready to fill in and wrestle in triple
and quad matches.
Zimmerman said, "The,great
thing about our team this year is
the fact that we will have wrestlers
at each weight class. We're not
going to lose any more matches
because we have to forfeit 18
points before we even get on the
mat."
. .
;
The morale is high, the wrestlers are there, and the Bantams
are certainly due For some success.
The main question is whether or
not all of the newcomers can adjust to college level competition
and win matches consistently. But
at least they won't be forfeiting
them.
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More Sports
Abere
continued from page 16
Ogrodnik does not see it that way.
"I don't expect him to score
more because he'll be doing many
more things. He's rapidly becoming an all around player."
Abere will take over King's role
as the inbounder against the press
and under the basket as well as
handling the ball more.
"He'll generate more scoring,"
said Ogrodnik, "but 1 don't know
if he'll score more."
Another.Bantam who will carry
a heavier load of reponsibility is
sophomore point guard Mike
Donovan. Donovan took over the
point guard spot last season and
was a key ingredient in Trinity's
championship season.
"It's a difficult thing to say of
a sophomore, but we're looking
for him to grasp this team and run
it," said Ogrodnik of Donovan's
role in 84-85.
Any number of combinations
could join Abere along the front
line, but junior Bill Pfohl might
have an edge based on his excellent work off the bench the last
two seasons.
Ogrodnik will only concede that
"Bill has inroads to that [the other
forward position] spot," but goes
on. to say that "Bill s role will not
change all that much if he starts.
He's a physical player and does a
lot of things on the inside."
Ogrodnik's other front court
players are all 6-7 or taller. Sophomore Dan Monahan seems to
have tempered his aggressive style
of play and should see action at
center. Heralded freshman Jon
Moorhouse can run and has
shown strong offensive abilities,
and junior Tim Curtis, back after
a year away from basketball, has
guard-like offensive skills.
The shooting . guard position
appears to be a toss up between
two freshmen, Tom FitzGerald
and Mark Langmead. Fitzgerald

I

Ken Abere scores two in a scrimmage against Nicaragua.
received the starting nod in the
Bantams' easy win over a team
from Nicaragua, but both offer
Ogrodnik a bright future.
"FitzGerald is more of a
scorer," noted Ogrodnik. "He's
a pure shooter and he can create
his own shot."
On the other hand, Ogrodnik
feels that "Mark will blend in
more. He can shoot, drive, play
defense, and pass. At times he's
too willing to blend into the team
concept."
Langmead and Fitzgerald both
have the capabilities of moving to
small forward and this should give
another freshman, Terry Blaney,
time at point guard.
"He's a fierce competitor and
a pure point guard," said Ogrodnik of Blaney, who's father is the
head basketball coach at Holy
Cross.

Karen Rodgers is a co-captain of the women's basketball (earn (his
season.

The abundance of freshmen talent may lead some to expect big
things from the Bantams, but
Ogrodnik is not necessarily thinking in terms of wins and losses. '
"When we're looking at it, I'm
not sure if wins and losses are
going to be the thing. This is a
two-year [cam [there arc no seniors] and wins and losses might
not be the measure of this group."
CONCLUSION-There is no doubt

"

Freshmen center Jon Moorhouse grabs a loose ball.
that the men's basketball team will
experience some growing pains
this season. It is unrealistic to expect that such a young group will
achieve the high level of on-courL "
cohesion early on that typified last
year's squad.
However, (here is also no doubi
that Ogrodnik has assembled a
very talented group of freshmen
to compliment the returning upperclassmen. Look for Trinity,

after suffering a couple of disappointing early losses, to start to
put it together in late January or
early February.
Trinity- should qualify for the
eight-team
ECAC
playoffs,
amassing 15 or more victories.
And, as Ogmdnik says, "If we
continue to improve you can take
it a step further because our
schedule will prepare us for the
tourney."

Chefs Chicks; Strong Again
by Thomas Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
Over the last two seasons the
women's swim team have compiled a 19-1 record. This year the
women face the problem of trying
to maintain their winning image.
The team lost to graduation
three All-American swimmers,
Dea Fredrick, Debbie Cronin, and
Martha Belcher. Fredrick was
particularly painful loss as she was
the all-around trump card for the
Bants in any event. Debbie Cronin
was one of the best in Division III
breaststroke, and with Laura
Couch the Bants usually went onetwo in breaststroke.
Another loss to the team will be
Karen Hubbard, because she will
be abroad for the spring semester.
Coach Chet McPhee still feels
that the team should have a winning season. Returning AH-Americans, Barbie Brennan, Lulu Cass,
and Laura Couch will provide the
experience and strength to keep
the team as a respectable force.
Brennan will be the strength for
the Bants in freestyle sprints. CoCaptain Laura Couch will help the
Bants in breaststroke, but without
Cronin the Bants will no longer be
so dominant. Co-Captain Lulu
Cass will pull the Bants through
the butterfly.
Senior Susie Cutler returns to'
compete in the butterfly and diving. ' Sophomores Chris Sanden
and Cary Lyford will swim in the
backstroke. Sanden dived for the
Bants last year, but this year she
is needed to swim, and the Bants
are strong enough in the diving
department with Mel Foy, the

sixth-ranked diver in New England.
. ;
McPhee picked up a new swimmer from crew, Katie Cook, a
junior. Cook has the determination but needs to smooth out her
style. McPhee hopes that she will
be able to fill in the gaps.
McPhee also picked up three
new freshmen this year. Susan
Deer will compete in the distance
freestyle and the Individual Medley. Kim Horstman will also compete in distance freestyle. In
addition, Horstman will race in
the butterfly. Chever Votmer will
provide the new freshman blood
in the freestyle sprints.
The team is definitely not as
strong as'last year, but McPhee
feels that overall the morale and
eonfidance of the women remain
high. The training so far has been
very hard, and McPhee fears that

maybe it has been a little too hard.
Some women have been discouraged by the difficult practises, and it has caused some to
dropout from swimming. McPhee's rationale behind the hard
practices has been that with a
weaker team, the team will have
to rely on fitness rather than on
talent as in past years.
The first test for the women will
come on December 1st against
Fairfield University. McPhee is
fairly confidant that the Bants will
win./The real test will come on the
eigth against SMU. Last year the.
Bants sneaked out a victory from
SMU when McPhee moved
around his swimmers for the different events. SMU remains strong
this year, and the Bants do not
have the swimmers to move
around. It could be a difficult day
for the Bants.

Men's Swimming Moves
Forward With Freshmen
continued from page 15
include Jim Loughlin, the college
record holder in the 1000 and 1650
free, David Mugford, and Cameron Muir, Trinity's outstanding
diver. Loughlin, a sophomore,
stands an excellent chance of adding the 400 1M and 500 freestyle
records to his portfolio.
What really brings a smile to
MePhee's face is the depth provided by the freshmen. For example, Dyer has been pinned into

the backstroke events for three
years simply because he was the
Bantams' only backstroker. With
the additions of freshmen Chris
Robbins and Mike Williams,
McPhee will have the option of
moving Dyer to the freestyle
sprints on occasion.
Other freshmen who should pay
immediate dividends are Craig
Rasmussen, Dave Lamarche,
Clark Campbell and Kirk Brett.
"We're not going to be great,"
concludes McPhee, "but we'll be
better than last year."
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Freshmen Crucial to Hockey Team's Fate In 84-85
by Marc Kslerrnan
Senior Sports Staff
With the start of the hockey
season just around the corner, it
looks like this year's varsity skaters will win their share of games,
although they may not improve
. upon last season's 11-11-1 record.
Just how many games the Bants
win depends upon how Fast the
freshmen, who will play a major
role on this year's team, mature.
The predominant feature of this
year's edition of Bantam hockey
is youth, but head coach John
Dunham hopes that youthful exuberance and speed will outweigh
rookie mistakes and weak forechecking.
The loss of seniors Chris
Downs, who won't be playing because of academic committments,
and Rich Stetson and Reed Whitmore, who are attending other
schools this semester, has left the
line combinations up-in-the air.
Vern Meyer, Mike Sload, and
Bill Slaney are returning and will
form the core of the offense but
will be flanked by a slew of freshmen who, though talented, are still
unproven commodities.
"I'd like to be m the situation
Don Miller is in," said Dunham,
refering to Trin's football coach.
"He can play his freshmen selectively, but 1 don't have that luxery. It's going to be "a challenge
this year, but that's what's fun
about coaching."
-Is there a silver lining to the absence of three key scorers and the
forced use of a plethora of freshmen?

"Yes," answers Dunham.
"There's always something good
that comes out of something bad.
The young kids will get more
playing time now and will be that
much better by midseason."
The first line will feature Meyer
at center with Bill Slaney and
freshman Matt Keaton on the
wings. Meyer, a co-captain, is a
hard working dynamo who led the
team with 35 points last year. Slaney notched 18 points a year ago,
and good things are expected from
Keaton.
The second line will consist of
rookie Bob Loeber at center with
fellow freshman Bob Shriver at
one wing and sophomore Frank
Newark at the other. Loeber is a
legitimate scoring threat and has
good speed, while Newark is a
good two-way player.
The third line, the only all-veteran line, will future Mike Sload,
Tom Sheehy, and Dan Ward.
Sload, who scored 11 goals last
year, is a pesky offensive threat
and Sheehy and Ward should
complement him well.
The fourth line remains a question mark, aside from center Pete
Worthing, a sophomore. His wingers will emerge from a pool of
freshmen including Kevin Robinson, Dave Provost, Bill Kenney,
Bill Bronson, and Brett Wolman.
The lines will likely be shuffled
all year as Dunham looks for the
right combinations.
Once more, the defense and
goalies will be the strong point of
the team. Upperclassmen Barney
Corning, a co-captain, Mike Solomita, Chris Lorenz, and Andy

Fuller, Bill Blank, and Mike Doyle
form a solid defensive corp.
Freshmen Mike Anderson and
Bob Farnham will also get ice
time.
Despite the large numbers of
freshmen plyers, the outlook for
the team looks bright.
"We've got a lot of talent and
it may be the fastest team we've
had here in a while," said Dunham. "Our defensemen are mobile, we're good with the puck,
and our sophomores (Worthing,
Ward, Solomita, Newark, Blank,
and Doyle) are vastly improved
over last year. The freshmen will
adjust to the quicker pace of college hockey and Loeber and Keaton are going to help us right
away."
In co-captains Corning and

Meyer, the youngsters have two
excellent leaders to emulate.
Meyer sets the standard of a work
ethic in practice and is a scoring
threat, tallying 17 goals last year.
And Corning, who scored three
goals and logged 15 assists as a
defenseman last year, is one of, if
not the best, defensemen to ever
play at Trinity.
The twines will be guarded quite
capably this season by Vinnie
Laurentino, Art Fitzgerald, and
Dave Murray. Laurentino, .a junior, had a great season last year,
posting a 3.15 goals against average, an 8-6-1 record, and a 91.5%
save' percentage. Fitzgerald, a
sophomore, won three games last
year, while Murray is a highly recruited freshman.
The influx of freshmen has
forced Dunham to abandon the

European free-wheeling style in
favor of a more conservative attack. The only weaving the Bants
will do will be in the neutral zone.
It's not a strong forechecking
team, so Dunham will try to keep
the reigns on the offense-minded
freshmen. Look for the Bants to
play relatively conservatively up
front, to take advantage of the
team's defense and minimize its
forechecking weakness.
But overall, Dunham has confidence in his team and feels that
the defense and goaltending will
keep Trin competitive until the
freshmen hit their stride.
The Bants' opening game is on
November 30th against Conn College in Amhersi Tournament, and
the home opener is on December
3 against Nichols.

Depth Should Key
Ducks Improvement
by Stephen K. Gellniiin
Sports Editor
On a wall in swim coach Chet
McPhee's office hang 12 pictures
of all-american swimmers that
McPhee has coached at Trinity.
All are women.
While the women's swimming
team has gone 19-1 over the last
two years, the men have struggled. The gap between the two
teams may close this winter, in
part because the women have lost
some key performers, but also because the men should improvegreatly.
"I think they've been overshadowed," said McPhee of his

men's team. "People came to see
the women swim. It's possible that
they can close the gap this year."In the past, the men have had
their troubles due to a lack of
swimmers. The Ducks started last
season with 11 swimmers but due
to a combination of illness and'
injury, swam four meets with only
six swimmers.
However, this season the numbers look better for McPhee and
the men's swim team. Twenty
swimmers have turned out for preseason practice, including a group
of eight quality freshmen. This
group should combine nicely with
a solid corp of upperclassmen.
Rex Dyer is the only Trinity

Barney Corning (#9) returns to lead the Trinity defense in the 84-85 season.
male swimmer to qualify for the
nationals in the last 15 years and
he returns as a co-captain for this,
his senior season.
Tim Raftis, the other co-captai'n, swam last season with a hernia which hampered his efforts.
After surgery, Raftis should be at
his best in the butterfly and the
distance freestyle events.
Other returning upperclassmen
continued on page 14

Fencing Features Newcomers
by Scoll Hailed
Sports Staff Writer
This year's, fencing season will
be one of transition for the Bantams. In the past two seasons, the
men's and women's squads have
lost twelve skilled fencers to graduation and transfer. This fact has
left the team rather inexperienced,
but it has opened the door for
those who are part of one of the
best recruiting years in memory.
This year's womens squad will
be anchored by captain Cathy
Wallert. Wallert is one of only (wo
fencers who have participated in
fencing for the past three years at
Trinity. This experience has allowed Wallert to return as the
number one women's fencer.
! Joining Wallert will be sophomore Rikki Niner and freshman
Jennifer Blum, Alyssa Kolart, and
Melissa Winter. These four new-

comers have shown a great deal of
patience and determination which
• is paying off in their rapid development of foil skills.
Like the women, the men are
also busy developing the skills of
their individual weapons. The foil
squad returns two sophomores,
Claude Brouillafd and Doug Curran., Both of these fencers came
on at the end of last season and
are looking forward to keeping
that success going through this
year.
Even though Brouillard and
Curran seem to have the top two
positions on the squad locked up,
they will be tested for those position's by Tony Gabriele, Jim
O'Loughlin, and Everett Susman.
Like the foils, the sabre squad
will be returning in good shape.
This squad will be lead by junior
George Banta who took fifth in
last year's New England champi-

onship.
Joining Banta will be captain
Cary Allen and Paul Astle. These
three have been busy working with
Chris Harges and Erik Johnson
both freshman who have shown a
great deal of promise.
The biggest question on this
year's men's team is the epee
squad. Included in this squad are
returners John Gregg and Scott
Hallett as well as freshman Keith
McCabe and Mark Sommaruga.
McCabe and Sommaruga have
worked hard in mastering their
weapon and they along with Gregg
will see a majority of fencing time
as Hallett will be leaving the squad
at the end of this semester.
The question of how the lack of
experience will affect the" Bantam's record will in part be answered Saturday, December 1st as
the team will be traveling to Boston to fence against Harvard.

Women's Basketball
Hopes for Better 85
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Contributing Editor

.,

The 1983-84 women's basketball season was disappointing. The
Bantams had only lost one player
to graduation and they were expecting a great season. Instead
they struggled and did not make
the NIAC playoffs.
1981-1983 were amazing years
for the Bants. The young squad
dominated New England basketball and won two consecutive
NIAC championships.
Last year the squad did not start
the season strongly and remained'
in a slump for most of the year.
However, Trin did finish above
the .500 mark. The Bants were in
contention for a post-season
NIAC tournament bid, but they
did not receive one.
Trinity did not even get a chance
to defend their title.
Karen Rodgers is co-captain for
the third year in a row. Senior
Kathleen Soley will share this
honor with her. Soley and Rodgers know how to win as underdogs
and how it feels to lose when top
ranked. This knowledge should
help them provide the leadership
the team lacked last year.
There are eight returning players. Jeanne Monnes, forward and

center, is presently out with raononucleosis. A senior, Monnes'
skills and composure will be
missed. Monnes should return
second semester.
Robin Black is the fourth senior
and she too should be instrumental in the transition from an off
year to a strong year.
According to Soley, "This team
is a different type. We are smaller
and faster." In addition, there is
a different approach by the
coaches on offense and defense.
The practices involve a lot more
running. The coaches want to see
the team be able to outrun their
opponent.
This year's competition should
be tough and the Bants will have
to work hard and diligently to regain their title.
Trin opens the season December 4 against Mt. Holyoke. The
Lions beat the Bants last year and
always provide a tough match.
Division I Yale is the next game
and Simmons College follows as;
the last game of the calender year.
The team has to work together
from the first game if they want a
NIAC,bid.
Over Christmas, the Bants will
travel to Ireland to play. This
should add to team unity which is
necessary for this squad.
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Sports

JOE SHIELD

Men's Basketball
Finds New Parts
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
"Maybe the goal is to be,as
good as we can be and maybe be
one of those eight teams selected
for the ECAC tournament," said
men's basketball coach Stan
Ogrodnik about his young 198485 team.
The 1983-84 season is now just
a memory, but the 23-2 campaign,
capped by a brilliant route of
Conn College in the ECAC championship game, established the
Trinity basketball program as a
consistent winner.
In three of the last four seasons
the Bantams have advanced to the
finals of the ECAC tourney, losing twice before last season's success.
However, this season offers a
new challange for the Bantams
and Ogrodnik. Gone are all-time
leading scorer Jim Bates, two-year
starter Tom King, and starting
center Kerry Sullivan. In there

place Ogrodnik will look to a
combination of returning players
and a very talented freshmen class.
"There's no question that its a
year of putting pieces together,
and teaching new things," noted
Ogrodnik. "There's a certain excitement that goes with that."
It is unlikely that too many
coaches around New England will
be shedding tears for Ogrodnik.
Two starters return, including
junior forward Ken Abere.
Abere has started at forward
from his freshman year onward
and led the Bants in scoring in
1983-84. In the ECAC playoffs, it
was Abere who emerged as the
Bants top threat and most important player. If he avoids injury,
Abere should pass Bates as the
college's all-time scorer late this
season or early in his senior year.
One might expect that Abere
would carry even a heavier load in
terms of scoring this season, but
continued on page 14

Joe Shield confers with coach Don Miller during the Wesleyan game, phoio by John shiftman
JOB SHIEID'S CAREER
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Joe Shield: An Era Ends
On a overcast August day in 1981, Trinity College's
class of 1985 arrived on campus. And it is safe to
assume that the class of 85, like most classes at Trinity, will include ,any number of successful lawyers,
doctors, bussinesspeople, e t c . . All will make their
mark "out there" and in the process make a mark
for Trinity College. However, one member of that
group of slightly intimidated freshmen may make the
largest mark and that is Joe Shield.
In a way it is not fair for extra weight and responsibility to be heaped on one person. Ideally, each
individual's achievement should reflect equally on
Trinity College. But that is not the way it is in this
society. Athletes have always received greater public
acclaim than other talented people. If Shield is successful in his try at professional football, whether
USFL or NFL, almost every Trinity graduate will be
proud, even those who graduated before Shield was
born.
Those who have followed Trinity football closely
during the last four years (The Shield Years, they are
destined to be called) have taken great pleasure in
imagining Shield's face popping up on the TV screen
vvith "Trinity (Conn)" printed under the heading of
college.
However, a pro career is no foregone conclusion.
Shield knows that better than anyone. There are a lot
of quarterbacks out there who broke all their school
records and are looking forward to taking a shot al
(he pros. And Shield knows that better than anyone.
The defenders will be bigger, the defenses more com-

plicated, the plays more complex. And Shield knows
that too.
But it. is Shield's honesty and humility that give
one the feeling that he can overcome the odds and
make a team. An egotistical quarterback might find
those first few weeks of camp such a put down that
he might never recover. This is not likely to happen
with Shield. In talking to him, you find a person with
the perfect balance of optimism and perspective, realism and determination.
It has been said that I could never tire of writing
about Joe Shield, and that is probably correct. Luckily, the last game has been played and, although there
may be more written about Shield before the aca-

TuesdBij Afternoon.
by Stephen K. Gellman
demic year is over, it will be of drafts and desisions.
It will not be of well thrown passes on crisp New
England afternoons in front of small crowds. I will
never know if i could get tired of writting about
Shield.
Really the only way to conclude this Tuesday
Afternoon is to make the rather persomtuous step of
speaking for all the students at Trinity, and wish Joe
Shield good luck in the future and thanks for the
past.

Sophomore Mike Donovan returns at point guard for the men's basketball team.

Women fs Squash Looks
To Enter Top Three
by Julia McLaughlin
Assistant Sports Editor
The question confronting the
women's squash program is
whether there is life after Nina
Porter. Porter played number one
for her four years at Trin, three
times advancing to the national
finals. And in team matches Porter could always be counted on for
a win.
Now what can the team expect
to do without Porter? Coach
Wendy Bartlett is confident that
the 1984-85 squash season will
prove to be very successful, even
without Porter.
"I think our team is quite
strong. The top four are extremely
strong, and even though we lost
some players, 1 think in general
the team is just as strong as last
year."
Bartlett has reason to be optimistic. Senior Kat Castle will lead
the Bantams, and after three seasons of successful play at number
two, she should be ready to fill

Porter's shoes.
But going from number two to
number one will be a big change,
for even the small schools have
good players at one, and the big
schools — Harvard and Princeton
— have incredible players at the
number one position.
Castle will have to face Sophie
Porter at Princeton (Nina's sister
and the number one ranked junior
player in 1983) and Ingrid Boyum
at Harvard (number two ranked
junior player in 83). Porter and
Boyum are considered two of the
most talented squash players in
college competition.
Even though Harvard and Princeton could be tough obstacles for
Castle, Bartlett thinks the move
up to number one will be good for
Castle.
"Definately the competition
will be tougher, but Kat has the
confidence and the mental toughness to play number one."
Trinity is Cumulate to have recontinued on page 13

